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Stardust
We are all miracles,
wrought from the
dust of stars.

“He told me to look at my hand,
for a part of it came from a star
that exploded too long ago to
imagine. This part
of me was formed from a tongue
of fire that screamed through the
heavens until there was our sun.
And this small part of me was
then a whisper of the earth.
When there was life, perhaps this
part got lost in a fern that was
crushed and covered until it was
coal. And then it was a diamond
millions of years later, as
beautiful as the star from which
it had first come.”
Paul Zindel,
-The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-inthe-Moon Marigolds-

The editorial staff of Stardust assumes that all creative submissions are works of fiction. Therefore, any resemblances to real people, settings,
and events are either coincidental or the responsibility of the student authors, who upon submission to the Stardust staff give the school the
right to edit their work and to publish their work for non-profit purposes either through the district website or in print via other student
publications.

Stardust is the Annual Literary Magazine of
Tyrone Area High School
Produced by Tyrone High Students
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“A Solution to Stupidity:
Just Add Soap!”

N

ick
Vasbinder

I

don't know about you, but I never thought
brightly colored plastic and soap would
become one of the most effective methods of
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natural selection ever to bless the planet. Yes
folks, I am talking about Tide Pods and the
“Tide Pod Challenge”. Honestly, I'm in full
support of this endeavor. No, I do not
participate, nor would I consider myself dumb
enough to consider such a feat; however, I see
no reason why we should discourage the
ignorant youth poisoning themselves. Trust me
when I say I know plenty of extremely thickskulled twit’s who would participate. No, I am
not a harbinger for death, nor supportive of the
poisoning children. Although, I feel we are
discouraging a very effective method of ridding
absolute stupidity from our country and our
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planet.

Why are we attempting to discontinue
and discourage this practice? If anything, this
should be strongly encouraged! I am not
imposing the kind of natural selection Charles
Darwin brought unto this world; I am speaking
of a whole new (and improved) kind of natural
selection. If you told me these dull preteens are
expected to someday be the leaders and
innovators of our country, I would go and buy a
few boxes of Tide Pods myself.
Also, why exactly are these obtuse
individuals eating Tide Pods in the first place?
Considering the fact the amount of intentional
poisonings due to Tide Pods from 2017 has
nearly doubled in the first month of 2018, we
can conclude our youth is just flat out brain
dead (Gartenberg). If you think the mere fact
Tide Pods can actually kill you would make
these kids stop, I'm afraid your initial thoughts
need a bit of cleaning. Sure they may smell
fresh and clean but they are soiled by stupidity.
In one instance, The Huffington Post stated
some of these “forbidden fruits“ were set in
front of a man and he was “struggling not to
eat a bowl full of them“ (Golgowski). Next
president?
Believe me, I understand. Today, peer
pressure is at an absolute high; however, I
cannot be one to blame these kids for feeling
like they are somehow “behind the pack” when
it comes to popularity. People want to fit in,
but the fact they’ve resorted to poisoning
themselves is just simply absurd. I’ve wanted to
be well-known in my school and by my peers,
but I’m not nearly as stupid as these kids who
resort to knocking on death’s door to see if he’ll
answer. Sorry folks, no normal human being
deserves to be a part of our society if they want
to chomp down and kill themselves with
laundry detergent. So, I say we just let them
decide their fate. Will they decide to display a
quarter of an intelligence and not consume
liquids meant for cleaning your khakis, or will
they decide to keep on choking on suds? I say,
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“Keep on snacking kids! You’re doing your part
in cleaning up the planet.”
Works Cited
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“End the Tampon Tax.
Period.”

A

licia
Endress

E

verybody poops. It’s gross to think about,
but it’s a fact of life, and we accept this
truth. Like any bodily function, it’s not
something to bring up at the dinner table, but
we do acknowledge this waste process. On the
other hand, another bodily function that we
seem to forget about is menstruation. Fifty
percent of the population goes through this
natural process, however, bringing up anything
that may hint at a period is thought of as taboo,
even among many females. Now that I’ve
admitted periods exist, here’s the problem:
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Tampons and other necessary menstrual
products are taxed as luxury goods. Adding
more female representation in Congress and
having a better understanding of menstruation
in general are the first steps toward having the
tampon tax revoked.
The main cause for the absurd “tampon
tax” comes from the lack of female
representation in the United States government.
Women hold only 20% of the seats in Congress,
so it makes sense that females are often given
the shorter end of the stick. In an interview,
former president Barack Obama was asked
about the tampon tax, and he replied, “I have to
tell you, I have no idea why states would tax
these as luxury items. I suspect it’s because men
were making the laws when those taxes were
passed”. Even Obama agrees that the tampon
tax is questionable. He admits the tax is
probably the result of lack of female say in the
matter.
A lack of understanding is the primary
reason for almost all widespread debate, and the
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tampon tax is no exception. Many men, and
even women, are oblivious when it comes to
periods. There are countless misconceptions
when it comes to periods, including, but not
limited to: period blood attracts grizzly bears,
women cannot prepare sushi because their
menstrual cycle causes an “imbalance taste,” and
most importantly, women can hold in their
period blood like urine. The last misconception
stated could easily cause men to see menstrual
products as a luxury product. In order to
prevent these misunderstandings, our school
systems should provide better sex education.
This way, lawmakers could make more educated
decisions when creating taxes for the people.
Many will try to debunk the tampon tax
by claiming that the tax is not exclusive to
menstrual products. While this may be true, it
doesn’t justify the fact that women are paying
an extra 6.5% on products that are necessary
for basic function, and in some areas, such as
Chicago, the sales tax is as much as 10% This
means a woman who can barely afford to put
food on the table has to pay $7.00 for a box of
tampons, which in itself is preposterous, and
then has to pay an additional tax of up to 10%
on top of that! All the while, products like
condoms are exempted from all taxes, and are
often given out for free at universities and
hospitals all over the country.
Every American woman is saying
enough is enough. It is time to repeal the
tampon tax. We need to stop making women
pay extra for a bodily function that is out of
their
control.
Adding
more
female
representation in Congress and having a better
understanding of menstruation in general are
the first steps toward having the tampon tax
revoked. Period.
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2016,
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“One Nation, Indivisible.”

B

en
Delbaggio

N

ow some people may not realize that the
title of this editorial is a quote from the
Pledge of Allegiance, but if you realized
it you will note that the words “under God” are
not present. Why did I do that you ask? I did
that because it is how the pledge originally was
and should have still been. The words “under
god” were never meant to be in the Pledge of
Allegiance, and its existence goes against the
beliefs of atheistic citizens and is
unconstitutional.
First of all, to understand the scope of
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why adding “under god” to the Pledge of
Allegiance was unconstitutional, we must look
at the first amendment, more specifically the
“Establishment Clause”. The Clause states the
following, “Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” What is
important here is they can make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, as in
they cannot make any laws promoting or
obstructing religious beliefs. Using “under god”
in the pledge of allegiance symbolizes the nation
recognizes the existence of an omniscient being
by stating the nation is “under god”. This
almost directly obstructs the religious belief of
atheistic citizens as it goes against their belief
that there is no omniscient being.
Next, now some people may say this
does not matter, as the pledge of allegiance is
not mandatory to be said, so they can simply
not say it. And although that may be true, it
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still matters according to our highest court in
the land, the Supreme Court. In the case of
Engel v. Vitale on the subject of prayer in
school, they ruled that, “...government-written
prayers were not to be recited in public schools
and were a violation of the U.S. Constitution
and the Establishment Clause of the first
amendment. This was decided in a vote of 6-1...
The Court rejected the defendant's arguments
that people are not asked to respect any specific
established religion; and that the prayer is
voluntary. The Court held that the mere
promotion of a religion is sufficient to establish
a violation, even if that promotion is not
coercive. The Court further held the fact that
the prayer is vaguely worded enough not to
promote any particular religion is not a
sufficient defense, as it still promotes a family of
religions (those that recognize an "Almighty
God"), which still violates the Establishment
Clause.” As you can see our judicial body of our
great nation has ruled that even voluntary
activities can violate the Establishment Clause if
it promotes the belief of a “God”. Now if you
change the words from prayer to Pledge of
Allegiance, you would see it falls under the
same category as the prayers in terms of
recognizing a supreme being and being
voluntary. The question now remains, why do
we have something that even the Supreme
Court, the greatest judicial body in our great
nation, indirectly ruled unconstitutional?
(Patriotism)
Some people believe the fact that
“under god” in the Pledge of Allegiance is no
big deal, and it offends such a small percentage
of the population it doesn't matter, but a news
article from Vox based off the findings of
psychologists Will Gervais and Maxine Najle
shows there may be more atheists in the
country than believed. According to the results
of surveys they designed to reveal “hidden”
atheists (People hesitant to make their beliefs
public), they estimate 26% of Americans do not
believe in god, and that 1 in 3 atheists in the
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country do not feel comfortable disclosing their
belief. If their findings are accurate, that means
approximately 84,682,000 Americans are
Atheists, and 1/3rd of them are unwilling to
disclose their belief in fear of attracting negative
stereotypes associated with Atheism. Why do
we have a Pledge that can get someone negative
attention if they refrain from stating it, yet by
doing so they are forced to state they believe in
a god?
Finally, atheistic citizens around the
nation, and especially students, are faced with a
choice, say a pledge that goes against beliefs, or
be socially ostracized from society on the
grounds of not being “patriotic”. There is
nothing patriotic about the Pledge of Allegiance,
so think carefully next time they ask you to join
in the Pledge of Allegiance, is it something you
can still support knowing what you do now?
Works Cited
“Engel v. Vitale.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia
Foundation,
20
Feb.
2018,
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engel_v
._Vitale#Opinion_of_the_Court.
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“You Don’t Deserve Your
Seat”

A

nna Lynn
Fryer

I

f you’re as disgraceful as 23% of the NFL
players, and countless other Americans, you
either sit, or support sitting during the
Pledge of Allegiance or National Anthem. Not
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only are you disrespecting our country, but our
veterans as well.
“We lined ‘em up, and shot ‘em. Every
day. And I’d do it again for this country, and I’d
do it again if it would fix the way things were
now”. Those are the exact words my
grandfather told me when he finally opened up
after decades about his service in Vietnam. I
don’t care what your excuse is: When you sit or
take a knee my grandfather is personally
attacked by your actions. But, here are probably
the best excuses you can come up for not
saying the pledge while sitting on your backside.
Excuse One:
“But, the Pledge doesn’t apply to me. It was
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written over a hundred years ago, and it was
mainly for white men!”
Well if your belief where have you been
over the past few decades? Whether you're
black, white, atheist, Christian, gay, straight,
male, female, transgender, or non-conforming
we have passed so many laws and acts so that
you can be included in this country. We have
taught our children different views than we did
in earlier centuries so that we learn what makes
it so good to be American. Times change, and
with that so do people. So, maybe you should
become a part of that change and realize the
Pledge unites us. All of us. Or, you’re just as
selfish as a spoiled kid who was offered a slice
of cake instead of a gumdrop because he didn’t
get to choose what he wanted.
Excuse Two:
“There is too many police brutality, and other
racist acts for me to believe that Pledge”.
Well, have you TRIED to make a
difference? “Yeah, sitting down gets out my
voice”. True, but it just gets lost into a sea of
other different voices. If what you want is
change, why don’t you BE the change? If you
believe there is too much police brutality then
join the forces? According to the FBI “The rate
of sworn officers was 2.4 per 1,000 inhabitants
in the nation in 2011”. Increase that number of
people sworn in, if your intentions are good,
then not only will you help end police brutality
and bring faith in our police back, but there will
be more people upholding the law, and keeping
others safe. Get off that chair and do something
with your life. Our veterans sure did, I mean
the only reason your ass is here is thanks to
them.
Excuse Three:
“You’re just upset because your grandfather was
a soldier, none of my family has gone into the
service, so no one has done anything for me”.
That is such a lie that even the Devil
would be ashamed of you. Yes, this subject does
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hit me more personally than others, but for
good reason. My grandfather, and countless
other people who have gone into the service not
just for their families, but other families, for
America, for America’s future. Yet, you thank
them with your horrific behavior, and selfcentered beliefs. If they never fought for the
future of the country we wouldn’t be where we
are today. They fight for the future. For you to
shape the future.
So, before you take a knee and look at
the ground, or sit down and gawk at those
“foolish enough” to support something that
doesn’t even do anything for you. Take a good
look at the history of America, and think: we
live in an amazing country. Yet, you make it
seem as if America is something you’d write on
a dunce cap. Have you ever thought, maybe
you’re the one wearing the cap?
Works Cited
“Here's Exactly How Many NFL Players
Protested The Anthem Sunday -- How Many
From Your Team?” The Daily Caller, The
Daily
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25
Sept.
2017,
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“Closet Detention”

A

lexis
Umholtz

T

yrone Area High School. Home of The
Golden
Eagles.
Welcoming
staff.
Incredible teachers. Small-town celebrity
Officer Bub. One insane dress code policy.
Before you get your underwear all in a
bunch, I’m not saying we shouldn’t have a dress
code policy. I believe we should have one, but it
shouldn’t be so strict that when I go school
shopping at American Eagle during the summer
I think, “Would this be a distraction to other
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students, teachers, myself, Aunt Peggy’s dog, or
God himself?” Chances are, none of those
people (and animals) are going to care if the
holes in your jeans aren’t fingertip length.
Nobody thinks you’re promoting the Bloods or
the Crips if you wear a bandana to school one
day. We’re all here to get through the day
without wanting to smash our heads off of our
desks 17 times in one period. Maybe a bandana
could help!
A study conducted by Sam Houston
State University shows a dress code policy had
no effect over test scores in the state of Texas.
The researchers stated, “Our studies suggested
that the implementation of a standardized dress
code had no significant impact on the
improvement of TAAS (Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills) scores among the targeted
populations” (SHSU). Clearly, this shows a
school’s dress code policy plays no significant
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role in the educational process.
Now don’t get me wrong, I personally
think that TAHS is one of the best schools in
the area. What I don’t understand is why the
teachers and school board think a little bit of
shoulder showing is going to cause students to
have “impure thoughts.” If you can’t have a little
bit of self-control at the sight of an exposed
shoulder, then don’t come to school.
On page 36 of our school’s student
handbook, it directly says “Dress may not
interfere with the educational process or the
rights of others”(TAHS Student Handbook).
How does what I wear to school going to
interfere with the educational process or other
people’s rights? It’s just ridiculous! If you think
for even a second that an exposed shoulder or a
sleeveless top keeps people from learning in
school, you definitely need to reevaluate your
life. Also, how do my clothes violate the rights
of others? I should be able to wear what I feel
comfortable in, and if that bothers you then
don’t look at me!
Of course, there are girls that push the
limit of our dress code, but they shouldn’t be
called out or asked to get a change of clothes or
they’ll be threatened with ISS. Women are
simply being body shamed by school dress code.
In a CNN article, a girl was told that she was
basically “asking for it” by wearing shorts. The
article says, “One 15-year-old girl, who we’re not
naming to protect her privacy, said she was
given an in-school suspension for wearing
shorts to her mid-thigh. Her teacher suggested
that her clothing was suggestive, and that she
was ‘asking for it’”. Isn’t that the most
ridiculous and insulting thing to say to a 15year-old girl? Let alone any person! If you even
think that a girl is “asking for it” when she
wears a pair of shorts or a crop top, then you
need to be definitely should go to a therapist.
There’s a difference between wanting attention
from the male student body, and wanting to be
comfortable.
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Personally, I feel like the school dress
code is merely an attempt at having the least
bit of control over the student body. Have you
noticed that students still break the dress code
almost on a daily basis? Hello! Take the hint!
While TAHS could be cracking down on the
potheads hanging out in the bathroom during
class, that one group of kids looking up every
inappropriate thing imaginable on their
Chromebook, or the group of girls starting the
same drama every day. No, instead they chase
down a girl in the hallway and make them do
the “fingertip test.” Isn’t there something wrong
with that?
So TAHS, take my advice and realize
that our dress code policy is utter insanity, and
change. Now, you may call me a feminist, a
liberal, or a left-wing, but that still isn’t going
to change my views or the common sense when
it comes to dress code and women’s rights.
Ladies, take pride in what you wear, and don’t
worry about the negative comments. Make
change happen before you get a closet
detention.
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“Beat-down or Touch-down?”

K

evin
Lehner

T

he past few years for Cleveland Browns
fans has been a drag. 4-12, 5-11, 4-12, 7-9,
3-13, 1-15, 0-16. I have to ask one simple
question: Are the Cleveland Browns ever going
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to make a turn around? The Cleveland Indians
made two unbelievable runs and won 22 games
in a row to make an unforgettable playoff berth.
The Cleveland Cavaliers made it to the finals
three years in a row and won it all in 2016
carried by The King himself Lebron. What have
the horrid Cleveland Browns done? A good lot
of nothing! The Browns are a disgrace to the
amazing city of Cleveland; however, the
upcoming NFL draft and the pickups of Jarvis
Landry and Tyrod Taylor it will drastically
change the franchise forever.
Now, the Cleveland Browns have the
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first and fourth pick in this year’s draft and
they can pick up some key players that could
finally change their disappointing franchise to a
successful one. According to ESPN, the Browns
have danced around the quarterback issue like
pretty little ballerinas for decades. They have
had eight top-10 picks since 2008 and never
took one. If the Browns actually think this over
they will pick up Sam Darnold, an excellent
pocket passer from USC, for their first pick.
Sam Darnolds freshman and sophomore season
stats combine with 7,229 passing yards, 52
touchdowns and 549 completions in the
talented Pac 12. After he was dropping dimes at
his pro day in the rain he definitely sealed his
spot with the Browns for sure. Now is it the
right pick up? I believe it is for many reasons.
This team needs as much healthy young talent
as they can get. They will get a great
quarterback that will help them in the passing
game and hopefully win them some games this
year.
Also, the Browns get the fourth pick
which could leave them the best player in the
draft. Saquon Barkley a dynamic running back
for Penn State is likely to get picked by the
Browns and if he does this team could be
dangerous in the future to come. Barkley rushed
3,843 yards, scored 43 touchdowns, and
averages 5.7 yards per carry. He showed off his
skills at the NFL combine by benching more
than offensive lineman Joe Thomas, running
faster than Desean Jackson in the 40, and
jumping higher than Julio Jones of the Atlanta
Falcons. Barkley will also gel well with Carlos
Hyde and Duke Johnson. Now, if the Browns get
both of these talented players they are for sure
going to win games and make a run to the
Superbowl for years to come. Yes, I just said
that. I know it's hard to imagine seeing the
Browns and Super Bowl in the same sentence
but they going to be great for many years to
come from these pickups.
Also, the Browns picked up Tyrod
Taylor, Jarvis Landry, Damarious Randall, and a
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couple draft picks. The Browns traded a 2018
fourth rounder and a 2019 seventh rounder for
Landry. They traded the top pick in the third
round to the Bills for Taylor and got Damarious
Randall from the Packers to help them in their
defensive coverage. Jarvis Landry a three-time
Pro Bowler led the NFL with 112 catches last
year and became the only player to catch 400
catches in his first four seasons. Josh Gordon
and Landry will be a dangerous threat in the
passing game. Gordon led the NFL with 1,646
yards in 2013. New quarterback, Tyrod Taylor,
led the Bills to the playoffs ending there 17 year
drought last year. He combined with a 22-20
record with 51 touchdowns his last three years.
Damarious Randall was added too from Green
Bay where he should help the Browns defense
in their pass coverage. Now, if you don’t think
the Browns are stacked after this then I don't
know what else you want. Their offense is going
to be a threat in the NFL for year with the
influx of young talent. All I have to say is watch
out.
Clearly, the Browns are going to be a
powerhouse for many years to come. Like Vince
Lombardi once said, “Winning is habit.
Unfortunately, so is losing.” This isn’t going to
be the case for the Browns anymore because
they’re going to sending many shiny Lombardi
trophies to the prominent city of Cleveland.
Works Cited
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“Sorry. We’re Having
Technical Difficulties”

G

race
LeGars

H

onestly, I’d be perfectly fine if my
Chromebook was run over by a
bulldozer and my phone smashed with a
sledgehammer. If anything it would make me
happier. I’m sick and tired of having to rely on
technology for nearly everything I do in daily
life. All of these tech devices are hogging up
your time, and are so unreliable it’s laughable.
Let’s not forget these technological miracles are
causing serious health problems.
Clearly, technology has sparked an
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addiction. According to CNN, the average
American spends 10 hours and 39 minutes a
day devoted to technology, whether it’s phones,
personal computers, TV’s, tablets, or video
games. That’s absurd! But, it’s not just adults.
Another study conducted by the Kaiser
Foundation stated that children between the
ages of eight and 18 spend an average of 7
hours and 38 minutes in front of a screen. It
reminds me of the smoking epidemic, except
where the cigarette today is technology. What
ever happened to spending your free time
playing a pickup game of basketball with your
friends, or riding your bike through the
neighborhood park? Nah! That’s not good
enough anymore. We all have to sit inside, put
on a headset and play Fortnite until our thumbs
feel like they’re going to fall off. I swear, some
of my peers don’t know how to live without
their cellphones. They constantly have to be
checking them to make sure that last snapchat
sent. They are a modern day Linus from the
Peanuts Gang: Instead of a blue blanket to hold
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on to for security, they grasp their cellphone.
Good grief!
Of course, that’s not the only problem
with technology. The reliability of actually
working is a laughable. For instance, when the
Wi-Fi in school is down, it’s like the end of the
world. All the teachers begin to panic because
their plans are shot, and the students can’t do
anything because all their school work is stored
in Googleland
Sure fried food may kill you, but
technology can also eat away with your health.
WebMD says that due to the use of technology
in and out of classrooms, children’s
nearsightedness has went from 25% to 42% in
the past 30 years. However, I’m not very
surprised by that statistic because it makes
sense. All the looking at our computers, looking
up from them, and looking back down is
obviously very straining to the eyes. Even I have
noticed a change in my vision because of
staring at screens all the time. I’m going to have
to get glasses for driving now because my
eyesight has gone down in the past two years.
People are also having problems with their
necks, shoulders and fingers because of constant
looking down and typing. This is The
Terminator come to life!
I understand where people are coming
from when they say, “Technology is awesome
because it makes my life easier,” because, yeah,
it is great to be able to communicate with
people when you’re not right beside them. I use
my phone to get a hold of family members all
the time. But this technology epidemic has
created more problems than it has solutions,
and it’s only going to get worse. Further
technological advances will only implement
more screens in the world. So why don’t we do
something about it before robots end up ruling
the world.
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“Why This Tiger Doesn't
Roar”

B

rent
McNeel

T

iger Woods has dominated the game of
golf ever since he turned pro in 1996.
His career is highlighted by an
astonishing 71 victories and 14 major
championships (“Tiger Woods”). Many young
golfers looked up to him as the role model, but
there are many aspects of his career that tatter
his image. Everyone in the golfing world looks
at him as a hero. Fans believe he is the savior of
the PGA. In reality, he is your typical high
school “popular kid” that is an egotistical loser.
Although Tiger’s PGA Tour wins
represent the pinnacle of achievement in the
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sport, his life is riddled with scandal. Tiger
Woods fancies to paint himself as a family man
and a loving husband, but does a family man
have affairs with a hefty group of women? Does
a family man get arrested for DUI’s seemingly
all of the time? And does a role model use
drugs? The answer is clear: ABSOLUTELY NOT!
According to CBS sports when Woods
was arrested in May of 2015 for falling asleep
behind the wheel, he failed a field sobriety test
and had five drugs in his system. Tiger thought
it would be a great idea to mix up a cocktail of
drugs and then sit in his $200,000 sports car
and drive. Even after this debacle, young golfers
across the nation still look up to him as a role
model in the game. They are not to blame. The
true culprit is the media. Every analyst and
sports writer talks about “The Great Tiger” and
how much he has done for the game of golf. I
can't tell you how many times on the Golf
Channel broadcasters praise Tiger like a god
whether he shot a 62 or 92. On any given
Sunday, major network broadcasts will cover
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Tiger’s 50 foot attempt for a triple-bogey
attempt while Justin Thomas is setting a course
record shooting a ten-under 62.
Also, not only is Tigers personal life off
the course is in shambles, his treatment to fans
on the course is nothing short of ridiculous. On
many occasions, Tiger is reported as being
“rude” and has ignored fans while playing golf.
Arnold Palmer once said, “The reason we are
here is that of the fans.” Arnie knew what fans
meant to the game and he appreciated them.
Rather than having a jerk like Tiger as a role
model, one should look up to a Phil Mickelson
or Rory McIlroy
Let’s face it, Tiger Woods is obsolete.
Tiger has not won on tour since his victory in
2013. Also, as of 2015 Tiger ranked 73rd in
strokes gained putting, and his scoring average
was consistently outside of the top ten (“Tiger
Woods”). Even though Tiger hasn't been in the
winner's circle in five years, everything he does
is seen as something done with the grace of
some kind of golf god. To most of the golf
world Tiger Woods is the messiah, and he
fancies himself as such.
Tiger Woods shouldn't be the face of
the modern game of golf and should not be a
role model to young golfers. It’s time to tell
Tiger to take a hike. Just don’t let him get
behind the wheel.
Work Cited:
“Tiger Woods” - Official PGA TOUR Profile.”
PGATour, www.pgatour.com/players/player.
08793.tiger-woods.html.
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“Should Girls Lift?”

M

adison
Yothers

“E

w! That’s weird. Lifting is for guys! Do
you want to look like a man?”

C'mon ladies, let's get real for a moment. We are
all smart enough to realize we are not going to
look like the steroid-ballooned bodybuilder cut
from the pages of FLEX magazine. This is the
modern age and we know the benefits of
exercise. In today's day in age, it has never been
more important for women to project a strong
and confident appearance both inside and out.
Strength training will elevate us all both
mentally and physically.
Why is it a stereotype that only guys
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should lift and not girls? Is it because it makes
you big and bulky? Is it because it’s not
“ladylike” to sweat or smell bad in the gym?
Girls need to seriously think about putting
down the eyeliner and picking up a dumbbell.
I’m sick of hearing its “weird” for girls
to weight lift. Trust me when I say it, I’m not a
feminist and this is not about women's rights or
equality. Personally, it’s about making your life
as enjoyable and as healthy as possible
Ladies, weight lifting can change you
both mentally and physically. During this school
year, I started weightlifting. Over the last nine
months I have seen a tremendous difference in
my confidence, my appearance, and my mental
and physical stamina. If you’re feeling down in
the dumps, don’t grab your phone and air your
sorrows on Instagram: Grab some iron! Sweat
off that puny ex-weakling you called a
“boyfriend” (you know you could do more
pushups than him anyway) or anything else
that’s bothering you. The results in a few short
weeks will surprise you!
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Don’t forget weight lifting can be more
effective than cardio to help keep our stomachs
flat. Listen, I’m not saying that you shouldn't hit
the pavement or treadmill. In fact, some type
cardiovascular activity should be part of your
daily workout routine, but strength training
needs to be part of your workout plan. In the
newsletter, “Healthline”, researchers explained
cardio burns more calories per session; however
the muscle developed through strength training
burns more calories throughout the day and
workout sessions. Building muscle is the key to
increasing your resting metabolism — that is,
how many calories [including fat calories] you
burn at rest”(Healthline). I mean it’s really a
“win-win” situation with weight lifting: you
build muscle, you lose fat, and you become
toned all while burning calories. You become
the envy of that “girly-man” who dropped you
for the “twig” in 4th period biology. His loss.
If you think weight lifting is still for
men, it’s time to reconsider ladies. Take a look
at a couple of these beautiful and strong female
celebrities who weight train as part of their
exercise program: Blake Lively, Hilary Duff,
Megan Fox, and Emma Stone. All of these
women weight lift, and I look at them! Granted
I might not be as rich, but bet I could outbench them.
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“The Broken Note”

C

onnor
Gority

T

he men did not stop. The men did not
listen. The men did not show remorse. I
forced myself not to struggle. If I did, the
blade of the pocketknife might wander its way
into my back and turn my white shirt red. My
hands were pinned to the soggy black soil.
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Then, I felt their hands.
I snapped awake at the last second to
halt my runaway memory from continuing
further. My desperate eyes scanned my
surroundings, reassuring me that I was not in
that dreadful forest anymore. I saw the white
walls and pillars of marble that showed me to
my front door. I saw the ferns in the corners
next to the lounge, a small lump of magazines
and newspapers creating blankets on the
leather. Then I looked down and saw my hands.
Every time I blinked, they would revert back to
the mud slathered apparitions of the gruesome
night instead of the semi-beautiful white fingers
they were now. They cautiously descended back
onto the frigid ivory keys of my grandmother’s
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piano. At first, my fingers cowered at the
feeling, but soon, their courage returned. I
slowly depressed one of the keys, letting loose a
single, high pitched note. As if it were an
electric fence, my hand scampered away from
the white shape. My ears rang and a horror
movie played out behind my closed eyes. The
note hung in the air, just like my helpless cries
back then. I loved playing the piano. I wanted to
become a great pianist, just like my
grandmother. Now, that dream was a fleeting
hope of an idea.
“I can’t...I just can’t,” I whispered to
myself. I brushed my amber hair back behind
my ears and pushed my thick rimmed glasses
back up onto my nose, now suddenly coated in
a light, cold sweat. My phone buzzed to life,
and I jumped at the sudden noise. It was my
friend, Scotty.
I swiftly snatched the phone up before
it fell off the top of the piano, “Hey.”
Scotty’s normally calm voice was tainted
with urgency, “Mari, where are you? School
starts in fifteen minutes!”
“I totally forgot!” I responded, “I’ll be
there this time!”
Too many times have I been late for
homeroom. Every single time ending with me in
the principal’s office, getting chewed out by the
fat, mustached man about how my potential is
going to be wasted if I’m always late. I always
tuned him out. I was in my own world all the
time. In my world, I played by my rules and my
rules only. I hung up and scooped up my bags
for school. I caught the last minute train to
school and watched as the city zipped by the
window, becoming a blur against the sunshine
and glass. The train stopped at the schoolyard
station and I walked the rest of the way to
homeroom.
Well, I’m here...Now what happens
today?
The bustling of uniforms swirled
around me as I made my way to the classroom.
Papers slid across desks, shoes tapped
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uncoordinated sounds across a scuffed tile floor,
and the loud drone of the first morning bell
echoed through the noise. I saw Scotty in his
desk, studying for the upcoming chem test in
fifth period. I stared at him from across the
room. I let a tiny smile drift across my mouth,
but then the shadows crept back in,
exterminating my one happy moment. I opened
my textbook, attempting to trawl over the
numerous equations and properties of whatever
unit we were in. My brain struggled to read out
the first word because the ghosts of that night
were circling my head, creating pictures that
seemed to be glued to my eyes.
I saw images of crooked trees, their
branches rotten and scarred by lightning
strikes. The brush surrounding a river of black,
icy water was scraggly and thin. In the center of
a clearing among the trees, there sat an angel of
pure white starlight. She was sitting with her
legs out in front of her. Her wings folded
peacefully behind her. A single green leaf sat in
her pale hand. She caressed it and looked it
over as if it was a hidden treasure buried in an
age old chest. The angel didn’t care that the
rest of the forest surrounding her was dead
with decay, she only admired the lonely leaf.
Suddenly, the ghosts changed the picture. The
green leaf had browned and rotted out of the
angel’s hand. The tall, dark trees creaked as they
shot towards the sky, sealing off the moon. In
the shadows of the branches, three pairs of
gleaming red eyes sat still, never blinking.
One slithery, shrill voice whispered,
“You’re ours, Mari.”
A boney hand seized the angel’s arm
and dragged her to the darkness without a
sound.
My eyes opened as my head rolled back.
I stifled a scream as my textbook crashed to the
floor, scattering my notes. My hair hung in
front of my eyes, and my glasses fell on the
desk. I felt something on my arm. It was a hand.
It wasn't a bony, shadow hand. It was Scotty’s.
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“Mari? You all right?” he asked. I saw
worry in his eyes, but said nothing. The ghosts
had sealed my mouth shut. I stared down at my
desk, where a few tears had rolled down the
surface, following my textbook down to the
floor. I hadn’t realized it yet, but the time it had
taken me to wake up from my daydream,
homeroom had ended. Scotty and I were alone
in the classroom, the sounds of school resuming
outside the closed door. The small tears turned
into a small river, and the small river morphed
into a raging ocean of uncontrolled sobbing.
“Mari? Mari! What’s wrong?” Scotty
asked. I slid out of my desk and onto the floor,
weeping into my hands.
“Mari, say something! What happened?”
Scotty persisted. I choked for breath while
trying to fight back more tears. I somehow
swallowed my feelings and found time to finally
speak, breaking the spell.
“Please...Help me…” I cried. Scotty’s
hands wrapped around mine and held on
tightly. The late bell rang and doors slammed
shut in the distance.
“It’s OK. You can tell me,” Scotty
reassured me. I slowly nodded and met his eyes
through my tangled hair. I opened my dry lips
and spilled my nightmares upon him:
It was a spring day. The sun was bright
and high in the sky. A fine dew left over from
the nighttime drizzle coated the grass, making
the blades shine like freshly polished diamonds.
The school day had just ended, and I aced my
math test. I wanted to get home as soon as
possible so I could sit down at my
grandmother’s piano and play the new songs
that my music teacher had given me.
“Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin.
You’ll love these, Mari,” he said, handing me the
laminated sheet music.
They sat snugly in my pack as I walked
out of the front doors and felt the cool spring
breeze on my face. The students were getting
on the busses or walking to the train station
when I texted my mother.
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“GUESS WHO JUST GOT NEW
SONGS?” the message read. I clipped a smiley
emoji to the text and hit send. I wanted to get
home in a hurry, so I didn’t bother waiting for
the bus with my stop to show up. I decided to
walk along the main road that led out of the
city. My house wasn’t that far out of the city
limits, and the school was nicely situated on the
outskirts of the bigger parts of the city. There
was a tree line that divided the residential area
and the city. Behind it, there was a forest that
had lots of parks and streams running through
it. There was a path that the upperclassmen
used when they wanted to take shortcuts.
I guess I’ll go there. I like trees.
When I got to the path, I checked my
phone’s clock: 4:00 PM. I didn’t have any
homework, and it was the end of the school
week, so I figured if I got home by at least 5, I
could stay up all night and practice the songs. I
stepped onto the dirt that led into the forest.
If I stay on this path, I’ll be home just
in time!
Half an hour went by, and I was still on
the path. I listened to the birds and the sound
of the running water in the stream. I checked
my phone and and found that I had no signal.
That’s weird.
Then, I came to a split in the path. One
side led left into the dense forest, and the right
led out onto the road. I wanted to see more
nature, so I naturally headed left. The tall trees
broke up the sunlight, casting a kaleidoscope of
shadows across the path. I got so lost counting
the different shapes in the dirt, that the sun
had begun to set, and that I forgot to check the
time. I quickly reached into my pocket and
pulled out my phone. I pressed the power
button: nothing.
What? My phone was charged all day!
The sun set lower, and I began to panic.
I had never stayed out in the forest this late,
and I certainly never let my phone battery die.
Taking off down the path, I soon lost sight of
the way I had come. The sun had set
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completely, cutting off any light that I had. The
slight sound of thunder began to weave its way
through the trees.
No, no, no, no, no!
I slammed into something solid. I fell to
the ground and looked up, but couldn’t make
out what I was looking at.
“Oh, sorry darling,” a masculine voice
said over me. I couldn’t see the man that I had
run into, but somehow, he could see me. A
small thought in the back of my brain told me
to get up and run away, but another told me to
ask the man for help.
The man made the decision for me,
“You look lost, hon. You need some help getting
home? Me ‘n my buddies just got done with a
hike. I think we’re heading the same direction
you are.” I heard the crunching of dry leaves as
the dark outlines of two other men came into
view. I finally got to my feet and cautiously
made up my mind.
“Do you know the way back to the
main road?” I asked quietly.
“Yep. You headed that way, then?”
“Yes.”
We embarked as a group, me and the
man I ran into walking in front of the other two
hikers. We climbed a steep hill that I didn’t
remember going over and got a tingly feeling in
my stomach. Small raindrops began to fall, but
then evolved into a downpour. My foot slipped
on a loose rock and I went tumbling down the
slope. The two men tailing us caught me before
I flew off the ledge.
“Careful, darling, the slopes get pretty
muddy when it rains,” the lead man said. The
other two said nothing. I reached over for my
backpack and felt nothing on my shoulders.
Oh, no...It fell off.
“Excuse me, sir?” I said, “My backpack
fell off. Can we please look for it?”
“Sure thing, darling,” the man said,
coming back down the hill. The rain continued
to pick up, and I feared that my new music was
getting soaked in the torrent. I held my hands
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out into the wet darkness, hoping to find it
close to me. Tree root caught my leg, and I
was sent down the hill again. I slid into the
riverbank and landed on something soft.
There you are!
“Hey, I found it! I found it!” I said. My
word were absorbed by the falling rain. The
men were nowhere to be seen. I had lost my
only guides.
“Hello?” I whispered. My heart was
racing and my head was spinning as I searched
frantically for any sign of life. I heard twigs
crack behind me.
“Hello? Anyone there?” I whispered
again. Suddenly, I felt my breath sip away from
me. I was totally alone.
“Is anyone th-”
A steely hand clamped down on my
mouth before I could scream out the rest of my
plea. I tasted calloused skin on my tongue and a
cold metal blade press against the back of my
neck.
“You find your bag yet, darling?” The
man’s voice slithered into my ear. My entire
body shuddered as I immediately realized what
was happening. Once I did, I kicked and flailed.
I threw any part of my body at the man in hope
that I could wriggle free. Nothing. The man’s
steely grip held my body like a vise, dragging
me back into the trees. I cried until my throat
burned, hoping someone would hear me. But
the thunder drowned out my voice, making sure
I could never be heard. I was dragged for
several minutes before I was tossed to the dirt.
The man stood over me, his two mute goons
hovering around my sides.
“Oh, darling, don’t look so scared,” the
man said. I tried to back away, but the man
lunged forward and latched onto my chest. I
screamed and threw my hands up in defense.
My right hand snatched something from the
man’s shirt, but I couldn’t see what it was.
Struggling in the mud, my jacket was ripped off
and floated down the river. My shirt was left in
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shreds, leaving me with nothing. Finally, his
henchmen jumped in. They flipped me on my
back and brought their boots down on my
hands, shattering the bones. My pale white
throat uttered a blood curdling scream. I felt
blood pouring from my fingers and arms. The
color left my eyes as they saw the angles my
fingers were bent in. The fingers that I wished
would carry my piano dreams were no more.
“That’s it, darling. Now you’re getting
the hang of things,” the man laughed. The three
villains continued to ravage me, all the while
making sure I could say nothing.
No...Please…
I shut my eyes, locking myself out and
waiting for the worst to happen. However, the
men’s hands left my body and retreated back to
their owners. I heard their footsteps sprinting
away as a bright flash of light flew through the
wood of the trees. My ears picked up several
new voices from the thunder.
“Mari? Mari?”
“Where are you?!”
“Mari?!”
It was my parents! They were searching
for me! I opened my bleeding lips to scream for
them, but couldn’t find the air in my lungs to
form words. I had to get their attention
somehow. I saw a large rock sitting on a small
ledge nearby. Too weak to get up, I crawled
over and placed my hand on the moist stone. I
pushed with all my might, and the rock came
tumbling down, splashing into the river. The
sound of the impact startled the lights and they
flew in my direction.
“Over here!” my father yelled. I saw his
shadow in the beam of the flashlight as the
others followed. The white light cast its
illumination on my body. My father’s eyes
widened in horror as he witnessed his daughter
crawling from the sticks and mud, bleeding,
covered in nothing but shreds of clothing and a
filthy backpack.
“Mari!” he shouted. He paid no heed to
the slippery stones and leaves underfoot as he
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bounded over the river and landed at my side.
My mother arrived seconds later with the
sheriff and several deputies in tow. My parents
clutched me close as the sheriff ordered for
blankets and clothes to be delivered
immediately.
“Oh, baby, what happened?” my mother
sobbed, “We thought we lost you.”
You didn’t lose me, Mom...Only part of
me…
After being reunited with my parents, I
was wheeled into an ambulance and rushed to
the hospital. My mother never stopped holding
my hand while my father looked out of the
window, silently cursing the world. The police
concurred that I was raped, prompting an
immediate investigation. I was in the hospital
for several days while the doctors plastered my
hands back together and stitched up my cuts.
My father brought a small keyboard from my
room to my hospital bed. He salvaged the new
sheet music and handed them to me with a
smile. He sat there for hours, but the notes that
came from my hands were not the same ones
that came from years of practice and desire.
“Don’t worry, sweetie, you’ll get back on
your feet eventually,” he said. But that night, I
heard him crying in the hallway, praying to the
sky, wildly wishing for his little girl to get her
soul back. From there, my story ended, and I
returned to reality.
“Oh my God…” Scotty said in a low
voice, “I’m so sorry, Mari.” He looked towards
the small casts that supported my mending
hands, trying to picture the gruesome scene and
the nightmares that unfolded. I was released
from the hospital two weeks ago, but the scars
were still carved into my brain. We sat in
silence until the next period bell broke the
pause. Students began to file in, and we agreed
to meet up after school to walk back to my
house. This time, taking the safest way home,
making sure to be a part of the sidewalkcrowders.
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The hours passed by, and when the
final bell released the relieved students, I
roamed outside, looking for Scotty. Ecstatic
boys and pretty in pink girls boarded the busses
and jogged towards the train station. Finally, I
found Scotty leaning back on a flagpole, his
notecase slung over his shoulder, dangling from
a few fingers. He flashed me a smile, and I
returned with a half-baked smirk. We began to
head out when I froze dead in my own stride.
“Mari, what’s up?” Scotty asked, turning
abruptly around. He saw my horrified eyes and
immediately dropped his case, running to me
and grabbing hold of my arms.
“Mari? Mari!” he continued to say my
name in my face.
My lips quivered uncontrollably, “It’s
them, Scotty. It’s the men.”
Scotty followed my blank gaze to a trio
of senior students lounging in the corner of the
building. Thin wisps of smoke drifted up from
their concealed cigarettes.
Scotty stared me dead in the eyes and
asked, “Are you sure?”
“Yes. I recognize the one’s voice from
the forest,” I whimpered.
“Are you absolutely sure?”
“He called me darling.”
Then the lead boy, his flame orange
hair spiked in every direction, pulled out a
pocket knife and flaunted it to passing kids. My
terrors were confirmed right then and there.
Scotty caught the knife as well, and I saw his
expression morph. There was anger tinted with
revenge burning in his eyes.
“Mari, go and get the principal as fast
as you can,” Scotty instructed. But before I
could, the spiky haired boy captured my
wandering eyes. He flicked the knife back into
his pocket and walked towards us, his goons
following like flailed dogs. His stride resembled
that of a lanky criminal, casually strolling with
pride down death row. I cowered behind
Scotty’s shoulders, praying I wouldn’t have to
see him come any further.
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“Well, hey there darling,” he belched, “I
couldn’t help but notice you giving me those
loving eyes.” He reached out to stroke my hair.
Scotty knocked his prodding hand away.
“Back off, man!” he said, asserting his
position between the crazy boy and me. The
boy looked disappointed at the interjection.
“Buddy, come on now,” the boy said,
irritated, “I know she wants me.” His eyes
bobbed up and down my legs peeking out from
my skirt. He almost looked to be licking his lips
in anticipation.
“I told you, get the hell away from her!”
Scotty said even louder. He shoved the senior
away, and his cronies looked shocked. The boy
hung his head and chuckled, a malicious smirk
on his face.
“OK, buddy…” he said, shaking his head,
he took a quick step towards Scotty and a fist
rocketed into his stomach, dropping him to the
ground. I shrieked as my friend hit the ground.
The enraged student seized my arms by their
casts, firing waves of pain through my body.
The other two hauled Scotty to his feet only to
throw him back onto the concrete. There was
nobody on the school grounds. There was no
noise, save for my cries. The boy’s grip on my
wrists tightened.
“Oh, no, darling, you come with me this
time!” he ordered sharply. I cried, hoping that
someone, I didn’t care who, would hear or see
what was happening and call the police. I felt
myself back in the midnight forest with my
broken hands in the mud, helpless to move
against the evil that held me prisoner
underneath the brush. But before he could lift
me off my feet, his thugs hit the ground. He
looked back and caught Scotty’s fist square in
his mouth. The boy stumbled back and cracked
his head against the flagpole, the dull metallic
echo ringing through the barren parking lot.
Scotty ran to me, “Mari, are you OK?!”
“Yeah, I’m fine,” I replied tearfully,
“thank you.”
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Our attackers began to get back up
when a police car skidded to a halt in front of
us. Two officers got out and ran to the crazed
students. The clicking of handcuffs on their
wrists sent a breath of cool air through my
heart, soothing my torn nerves. I didn’t know
how the police knew what was happening, but
then I heard the school's front door open and
the principal come running through them, a cell
phone in one hand, and a first aid kit in the
other.
“You kids all right?” he asked.
“Yeah, we're good,” Scotty said. Minutes
later, after the criminals were locked in the
patrol car, I saw my parents pull into the lot.
They swerved into the curb and got out,
rushing to me and Scotty. They kissed my head
and hugged me tighter than ever. One of the
officers explained everything to them. My father
started towards the police car, but my mother
held him back, telling him that it was over for
good. My mother told us that she would take us
home and went to wait in the car after my
father calmed down. I looked at Scotty, who was
tinkering with his broken glasses.
“Thank you,” I said. I embraced him and
let his warmth envelop my heart. He did the
same, running his hands through my hair as
more tears rolled down my cheeks.
“It’s over now, Mari,” he whispered,
“you can have your life back now.”
We stood there as the afternoon sun
warmed the air around us, blowing leaves
through our feet.
I looked over Scotty’s shoulder and saw
the lonely angel sitting in the emerald grass,
clutching a flower to her chest. Her pale beauty
shined brighter than before, and her wings
expanded, letting her fly towards her dreams.
Her only words fluttered into my ear before she
disappeared into the clouds.
“Thank you...For everything.”
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P

“Halo”

E

eople often view recovery as a
phenomenon you can see, the fading of old
scars or the returning of a limb. They fail
to comprehend that healing is a process
occurring beneath the skin within the heart and
the mind. When all the former pain is washed
away alongside the memories and regrets, only
then can a wound fully close. My journey
towards healing began the day my mother was
involved in an accident that nearly claimed her
life.

bonee
Rice

“Healing doesn’t mean the damage
never existed. It means the damage
no longer controls our lives.”
Akshay Dubey
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Thick sheets of rain broke from the sky,
the drops beating windshields like hammers. The
night was dark and full. Shadows coated
everything in a hazy glow. The moon hung low
in the sky as a silent spectator for what was to
unfold. Ice crept alongside the roads and spread
its frigid claws under tires and over highways.
My mother drove an old Volvo that the
rust had eaten from the inside out. Music played,
echoing alongside the clamor of the storm. The
rain started to dissolve into snow, which
varnished the roads with a thin white icing. My
mother drove at a hurried pace. She was eager
to shed off the lingering hours of work and
return to the comforts of home. Her eyes floated
over the landscape as the snow drifted in the
light of the car beams, slivers of silver glinting
like knives.
She did not see the oncoming truck.
The truck struck like a bullet from a gun
and made impact with the same recklessness and
destruction. Her miniature Volvo skidded over
metallic puddles of ice as it struggled to hold
onto the rain-slicked blacktop. The momentum
grabbed the car, pulled it off the road, and
propelled it into midair.
Then the impact.
The car slammed into the packed
snowbanks, which propelled her forward into the
steering wheel and windshield. Her neck snapped
like a twig between a child’s fingers. People
screamed and rushed toward the destroyed car,
but my mother had already faded into the silent
darkness.
A call reverberated through my
grandmother’s house. I thought nothing of it. In
the other room, I could hear only hushed
whispers. My grandmother trudged out of the
kitchen. Her body slumped as if an invisible
shadow sat on top of her shoulders and weighted
her down like an anchor. My grandfather
stomped down the steps. Deep lines of worry
etched themselves around his eyes and mouth.
Phone calls were made with mumbles of concern.
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Something terrible was wrong. Time seemed to
cease. It left me frozen and alone.
The clock began to chime as my great
aunt arrived. My grandmother turned to greet
her, and I noticed the glistening streaks of tears
rolling down her flushed cheeks. My aunt turned
her attention to me. I felt her fingers, twisted
from arthritis, move through my hair like
branches through a stiff wind. My grandparents
paced the living room. I remember gazing at
them. I begged for an explanation. Finally, their
conversations stopped, only to be replaced with
the rustle of coats and hats. They were leaving.
Their car beams smoldered in the faint rain.
They were gone.
I turned towards my aunt. Frustration
and anger pinched my shoulders into a straight
line. She leaned over and took hold of my hand.
She stared at it and I saw the weight of her next
words reflecting in her eyes as she gazed upon
me.
“Your mother has been in a very serious
car accident. Your grandparents have gone to the
hospital to make sure she is okay,” she
whispered. Her words washed over me; I tried to
understand their meaning, but they slipped
through my grasp.
“Is she going to be alright,” I murmured.
The real question permeated my mind,
unanswered: Will she die?
“I don’t know.”
Her answer washed over me. It brought
a sinking feeling. The words flowed back and
forth bringing them to the front of my mind
each time. I proceeded to the couch. I sank into
the cushions, lost in my own thoughts. My aunt
turned on the TV. She laid on the couch in front
of me, obscuring my view. We lay there in the
dark as the television’s colors reflected on our
bodies. A splinter of red glowed on my aunt’s
cheek, outlining the teardrops that rested there. I
began to feel fevered tears on my own cheeks.
We drifted off into our dreams, the shapes of the
TV faded to darkness, and waited for a call.
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I woke with the sound of the front door
opening. I blinked the sleep from my eyes and
stared at the faint wrinkles that encircled my
aunt’s eyes. They were heavier now, filled with
memories of laughter and grieving. As I followed
the trails of my aunt’s past they circled back to
the night before. The apprehension crawled
down my throat and lodged into my chest with
the suddenness of death. My vision tunneled. I
did not know if my mother was alive.
Slowly, I turned towards the open door.
The wind seeped throughout the house soaking
my bones in the frigid air. My grandparents
shuffled inside, crescents of exhaustion
underneath their eyes.
“Is she alive?” my voice wavered. My
grandparents deflated. The air released from
their lungs made them small and fragile. The
room grew. Time turned into a trickle that
twisted the seconds into hours.
“Yes. She’s okay. Everything is okay,” my
grandmother sighed.
The shadows uprooted themselves from
my chest and I could breathe again. The world
balanced itself. My grandparents sat down beside
me. My aunt offered a weak smile. I folded my
hand into the palm of my grandmother’s. The
warmth spread throughout the room and
blended into the morning sunlight.
We were walking to see my mother.
They said she broke four different vertebrae in
her neck. Each one shattered like a bomb shell.
The said her car was upside down on a road
with her body plastered in her seat. They said
her seatbelt saved her—a lifeline that kept her
entire spine from splintering. They said she
should have died.
The hospital tile was so pristine my face
floated up as I stared at my steps. I peeked into
the rooms, each one worse than the next. As we
traveled down the hallway, the faces of the
patients become paler and thinner. They glowed
back like wan stars engulfed in the night. My
mother’s door was the last one.
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I did not recognize her. Her skin was
dull; shadows outlined her gaunt features. Her
face
looked
thin,
drawn,
translucent.
Encompassing and surrounding her head was a
contraption comprised of metal bars and screws
entering her head. It reminded me of a coffin.
Her eyes flickered open and drifted toward me. A
smile quivered on her lips, but exhaustions
rested in the corners of her mouth. Her voice
stumbled out like it had been kept in a box.
“Eby, come here. It’s all right,” she
whispered.
Her voice strained with each word. I
edged towards her. She wrapped her fingers
around mine, but her grip felt like a child’s. “It’s
okay. The doctors say I'll be fine. They just need
to check everything and then I’ll be back and we
can go back to our little dance parties.”
I shuffled closer to the bed. I prodded
the bars caging her head, “What’s this?”
She chuckled softly, “It’s a halo so my
neck can heal. It keeps my head up so all the
bones can mend together. I’ll only have it on for
a few months. And then I’ll be back.”
I traced her words in my mind.
Something was different, hidden in the layers of
fatigue but still there. It sounded like hope.
“Mom
what’s
going
on?
You
sound….lighter.” My mother grinned, teeth
glimmering with genuine happiness. Fatigue still
rested on her eyelids, dragging them down with
each prolonged blink, but it did not hide the
spark in her eyes.
She cleared her voice and the words
flowed smoothly. “I learned something. It sounds
cliché, but I swear life seems different. Before I
was mad at my life. Mad about moving to
Tyrone and mad about your dad. You almost lost
me, and all you would remember was a bitter
woman stuck in the rhythm of life. I don’t want
my life or yours to be limited by me. I’m ready
to move on.”
I climbed into the hospital bed, lining
myself up beside her. I turned her hand over,
following her callouses and scars. I had noticed
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the cloud of anger that followed her every step.
It cast a shadow deep enough to drown. I
threaded my fingers through hers and kissed her
palm. I was ready to move on, too.
In the months that followed, my mother
collected the shards of her old life and assembled
them into something she could not have
imagined before the crash. She moved on to find
a new job: one that gave her a purpose and
made her spine straighter. She met a remarkable
man who on the first date not only brought her
a bouquet but also remembered one for me. In
the years that followed, they recited their vows
with tears streaming down their faces and
whispers of how it was meant to be. We moved
out of our apartment, shed its worn walls like an
unflattering coat, and found a house with whiter
walls and a picturesque front porch. The three of
us sat on the porch and breathed in the fading
sunlight. One night, I listened to my mother and
step-dad laughing and was filled with happiness.
That moment seemed so far from the violence of
the ill-fated Volvo. I recall her strength in the
face of that violence.
But mostly, I remember her halo.
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“Water”

have forgotten?
I gingerly walked over to the clothes my
mother had laid out for me to wear today. I
picked up the dress and held it against my body
as I looked into the mirror while tears streamed
down my face.

A

lexis
Kramer

I

woke up screaming and in a cold sweat, just
like I had for the past five days in a row.
Luna was curled up beside me and barely
moved when I woke up. She’s used to the
screaming by now I’m sure. Poor kitty.
I sat up in bed, rubbing my eyes as
looked around my messy room. My eyes
stopped when they saw the black dress, flats
and a black clutch, neatly piled on the top of
my dresser. I internally groaned. How could I
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It was January 28th, 2009. She was nine
years old.
My father’s goofy grin was the only
thing I saw as he came into the darkened room,
his face was illuminated from the candles on
the cake. He carefully laid it out in front of my
sister. The cake read ‘HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LOVE’
in sloppy, handwritten, pink icing. I could tell
my father wrote on the cake, he was the only
one who ever called us girls ‘love’. My sister
wiggled in her seat as the rest of us finished the
last line of the song, noticeably eager to open
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her presents. My mother leaned in and
whispered something in her ear with a smile.
She giggled, amused at whatever was said. My
sister sucked in a breath, and was about to
blow when she saw me out of the corner of her
eye. She smiled and reached under the table for
my hand. “Will you do it with me?”
A knock on my door brought me back
to reality, the crushing reality. My mother came
in, making sure I was awake and getting ready.
Her eyes were hollow and lifeless, like
everything she looked at brought her sorrow.
“We’re leaving in an hour, make sure
you’re ready to go,” she rasped. I just nodded,
unable to speak. I dressed quickly, and made my
way to the bathroom. When I first looked into
the mirror I saw a disheveled, miserable shell of
someone I used to be. But when I looked
deeper, I saw my mother. Our eyes were the
same bright green color they had always been,
but now had ugly bags under them from lack of
sleep. I left the bathroom without putting any
makeup on. There’s no point, I’ll end up crying
it off anyway.
I shut my mind off from the outside
world, but I was still too aware of the amount
of color in the room. I couldn’t look at the
flowers, they were beautiful, but they reminded
me of being happy. I was entirely too sad to
even think about being happy, especially right
now. I decided to study the floor as I walked
instead.
The polished shoes that stopped in
front of me made me pause before I looked up
into my father’s pained face.
“You look beautiful, love.” he smiled
weakly as he pulled me in for a long hug. We
both stood there for a minute, still getting used
to the absence of noise in the house. I
continued not to say anything until I felt my
father’s shoulders start to shake. I finally let out
a sob, and watched the tears rolling off my nose
make a dark spot on the shoulder of my father’s
new suit.
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It was December 1st, 2008. She was
eight years old.
My mother had just finished tucking us
in to bed, and after singing us our special song,
she went downstairs to watch t.v. with my
father. After a few minutes of lying in bed wide
awake, she hung her head over the railing of
our bunk beds.
“Do you wanna go watch a closet
movie?” she asked.
“Only if it’s a Barbie movie,” I sassed.
We both raced to the projector in the
small closet and popped a movie in. We only
stayed awake for another 10 minutes before
falling asleep leaning up against each other. My
mother woke us up the next morning by
screaming for us. We had slept there all night.
My father pulled away from me, drying
his tears on his coat sleeve, as I dried mine on a
tissue that was stuffed inside of my clutch.
“It’s almost time to go, I’ll go get your
mother,” he said to me as he walked down the
hall into their bedroom.
I thought about going to her bedroom,
to see it as she had once left it. But I eventually
talked myself out of it. It’s too much in such a
short time. Just seeing things she left around
her room, would be enough to break me. My
father called my name, telling me it was time to
go. We all piled in the car and made our way to
the church to attend my sister’s funeral.
I stared out the window on the way to
the church, looking without really seeing. All my
brain could process in this moment were the
flashes of color all around us as we drove by
each house. Houses I’ve known my entire life. I
focused my eyes in on the color of the dead fall
leaves, how bright and vibrant they were.
Brighter and more vibrant now, than when they
were alive. How ironic, I thought as a tear
escaped my eye. My eyes unfocused once more.
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It was September 17th 2006. She was
six years old.
I came barreling out of the back door,
and into the back yard. I sprinted towards my
sister with a rake in my hand, ready to make a
pile of dead leaves to jump in. When I got
there, there was already a big pile of leaves on
the ground in front of where she was standing.
Breathing heavily with my hands on my
knees, I said, “How...did you...get them...raked
up…so fast?”
“Talent,” She shrugged nonchalantly.
Over her shoulder, I saw my father walk
out of the shed with mud and leaves stuck to
his boots and a rake in his hand. I narrowed my
eyes at her. “You lie!” I yelled into her face as I
tackled her into the fresh pile of leaves.
Both laughing, we got up and started to
pile the leaves up again. When we were both
satisfied with the height of the leaf pile, we
jumped into it again. And again. And again.
After a while, my father came out of the house
with a camera in his hand.
“Say cheese!” he said as my sister and I
laid down next to each other on the stack of
leaves we both worked hard to perfect.
“Cheese!”
I heard a car door slam, and realized
that we were at the church already. I opened
my car door and went inside.
In the process of walking to meet my
family at the front of the church, a crowd of
people swarmed around me. Some gave me
hugs, some told me how sorry they were for my
loss, but most importantly, everyone asked how
I was doing. I easily said “I’m fine” a thousand
times, and I never meant it once.
I stopped in my tracks as soon as I saw
that my parents had arranged for an open
casket. I didn’t want to see her like that, not
ever. But I somehow found myself slowly
walking towards her. I couldn’t control my feet,
it’s like they were moving on their own. I didn’t
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want to see her like this but I knew I had to see
her one last time.
There she was, my other half, laying in
her own coffin. She was dressed in a pale green
dress and flats. Eyes closed, arms neatly folded
across her torso, and her long hair was draped
over one shoulder. I could still picture the
brilliant blue color of her eyes, even though
they were covered by her pale eyelids.
It was January 28th 2018. She was
eighteen years old.
“You are so beautiful, and you love me
that’s why you want to let me borrow you’re
beautiful dress for tonight’s party.” she singsonged.
“You’re really annoying, you know
that?” I said to her one night.
“I know,” she grinned as she took the
dress from my hands.
“I hate when you go out,” I whined. “I
don’t like wondering where you are all night.”
“Why? I have this,” she held up her
phone. “You can always text me,” she shrugged
as she headed in the bathroom. When she
finally came out of the bathroom to ask me how
she looked, I had no words. She was beautiful.
“Oops, I’m late” she said as she looked
into her phone.
“I love you, make good choices, stay
safe.” I said to her while she opened up the
front door. She rolled her eyes at my
protectiveness of her, but she put on a smile
and said “ love you too.”
Suddenly the church wasn’t big enough.
I had to get out of here before I passed out. All
these memories that were flooding my brain
were difficult to take in. As I passed my mother
and father on the way to the door, I asked for
the keys to the car. I told them it was because I
needed time alone. Since it was January and also
too cold to stand outside in just a jacket, they
gave me the keys.
I needed to do this, she was my other
half and I can’t live without her, I told myself
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this as I sped down the road. Faster and faster
until I saw my final destination. As soon I knew
I was far enough across, I jerked the wheel to
the side. The car smashed into the guard rail,
and almost immediately the rail gave way. I
planned this so I would land in the water at the
exact spot my sister did days earlier. We would
die the same death. The only thing I thought of
as the water was quickly approaching me was…..
I woke up screaming and in a cold
sweat. Six months in a row. Every night the
dream was the same. Every night my sister
escaped me. Every night for the past six months
I come closer and closer to the water.
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“Savannah”
melia
Kosoglow

A
S

taring blankly at the decrepit ceiling, she
rubbed her thumb and forefinger together
methodically. The crimson blood felt
smooth and silky underneath her fingers.
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She smirked.
The cold hardwood floor had given her
body chills until the blood spilled over it and
provided warmth to her frosty skin. The light
from the moon peeked through the tattered
window curtains, illuminating the walls and
reflecting on the pools of blood.
She was astonished by how the very
thing that helped sustain life looked so beautiful
in the presence of death. Again, she smirked.
“Free from you,” she whispered to the ears of
silence.
The rain tapped on the roof like fingers
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on a piano. Despite the gloom, Savannah
couldn’t help but stop and listen to the alluring
rhythm. It helped her concentrate.
Then, a knock came at the door,
breaking the rain-induced concentration she
was entranced in.
“Savannah?” said the voice from behind
the door. The harsh tone transferred easily
through the piece of wood that protected
Savannah from reality.
“It’s open,” she responding, doing a
poor job of covering up her annoyance, which
she failed to care about.
Her mother appeared in the doorway
and flashed her crooked smile. The smile itself
wasn't crooked, it was what hid behind the
smile. Savannah could never pinpoint it; she just
knew something wasn't quite right. She began
to ramble about an event that she expected
Savannah to attend with her.
“Special event… leaving at 7:30 from the
church… dress is in the closet…” Savannah
barely heard a word of it. She was sick of her
mother harassing her with specific, minute
details about the event. That’s how her mother
was though. Meticulous. She closed her eyes
and took in the sounds of the rain again.
You foolish girl. ! I told you what time
it started. You learned how to tell time in first
grade! Look at me when I talk to you! Was it
that boy you walked home with? Was it him?
“Savannah. Did you hear me?” her
mother asked, all too aware of the fact that
Savannah was not listening.
“Mhmm…” she mumbled. The sound of
her mother’s approaching footsteps caused her
to open her eyes. Her mother had walked over
to where Savannah sat on her bed and placed a
meaningless kiss on her forehead.
By the time Savannah looked up and
sarcastically smiled back, the door slammed
shut and her mother yelled behind her, “Don’t
be late. Pastor Richard is speaking tonight”
I do everything for you! Why do you
mock me! Why do you hate me! Answer me!
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Savannah gathered herself out of bed
for the first time that day and the bathroom
was waiting for her. The cool tile floor sent
goosebumps across Savannah's skin. She tiptoed
to the shower, turned it on, and stripped her
clothes. Steam engulfed the bathroom as she
carelessly washed her hair and body.
The cool air stuck to her as she turned
the water off and stepped out of the shower.
Quickly, she wrapped a towel around her
shivering body. The mirror that occupied the
majority of the wall was coated in condensation.
Savannah wiped it off and stared at the face
looking back at her.
She truly was beautiful. Her auburn
hair flowed over her shoulders and swept
gracefully from side to side as she walked. The
smooth arch of her forehead led seamlessly to
her inquisitive almond eyes and continued down
to her freckle-kissed nose. Her full lips pursed
together ever so slightly that she always
appeared to have something to say.
But her eyes said it all. You could look
into them and get lost. An ocean of thoughts to
drown yourself in. Flakes of green littered the
blue horizon, and by just one harmless glance,
you knew she had a story to tell.
You’re hideous. I wanted something
beautiful. You cast sin with your dirty ways. I
pray for you! Let us pray together and ask for
forgiveness.
Savannah looked into those capturing
eyes and moved on, unfazed. She’d seen them
before and didn’t understand why people fell in
love with them. They were eyes. She shrugged
and entered into her bedroom, heading for the
closet.
As she opened it, she was greeted by
her welcoming, oversized clothes. It made her
smile. Savannah never comprehended why
people took some much time to care about
their appearance. She was a girl who had the
body everyone longed for and she hid it in
baggy hoodies, sweatpants, and shirts. It was
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her own way of sticking her nose up to the
world.
Sadly, tonight was not the night for
unflattering clothes. She grabbed the lightweight chiffon dress from her closet and took
the plastic protective slip off of it. She couldn’t
deny the beauty of the dress and she had to
admit to herself that it was nice to look
presentable every now and again.
The light pink dress complimented her
smooth, tan skin. She slipped it, careful not to
catch it on the towel she was using to dry her
hair. The v-shaped neckline plunged down until
several inches above her belly button. The
bottom half of the dress was tool-like material
that mimicked the swishing of her hair, like
when she walked.
Stepping in front of the mirror,
Savannah let out a smile. She looked
good.
Her hair and makeup took an hour and
a half to accomplish, but she cleaned up well.
She walked down the stairs as her
mother was about to heed her a warning.
“My heavens. My beautiful girl. A
product of God himself. Praise the Lord our
God.” her mother said, giving Savannah a rare
compliment.
You are a wretched little brat who
doesn’t appreciate a single, solitary thing you
own. Your dirty mind is full of sin.
“Thanks,” she responded, confused at
her mother’s kindness.
It was quickly gone though. Her mother
beckoned her out the door and into the car
Her thoughts trailed off and she let
them go where they wanted. She contemplated
about how drastically different she was from
her mother. How could she - a lethargic,
carefree person - come from her - a punctilious,
borderline-insane woman? Savannah didn’t
understand how they lived in the same house,
so close together. People usually say that
opposites attract, but nothing could be more
wrong for their situation.
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Savannah’s thoughts circled back to
reality and she realized that she had no idea
where they were. Her mother turned onto a
street that looked like it had been abandoned
for years. The houses lining the streets seemed
to be falling apart, like the smallest gust of
wind could blow them down.
The engine stopped and Savannah
glanced out the window. A crippling house
glared back at her. She had to look away. There
was something incredibly wrong with that
house. Darkness loomed all around it like a
circling vulture.
“Come Savannah,” her mother beckoned
as she opened the door. Her voice was alluring.
Savannah hesitantly stepped out of the
car, and with every step closer to that house,
her heart beat a little faster and her breathing
pattern became unsynchronized. Goosebumps
crawled along her skin.
Her mother’s keys clattered together as
she shuffled to find the green key that matched
the rusted door handle. Something beautiful
was surrounded by a rot-encapsulated
construction of wood that was called a house. It
didn’t fit. Savannah couldn’t shake the
uncertainty she felt.
Savannah heard a click and watched her
mother turn the door handle. It creaked open.
Everything that had been locked up inside that
house flooded out in tidal waves, overwhelming
her senses.
“I am sorry, Savannah,” she heard her
mother say. Savannah was already inside the
house though. She felt pulled to something, but
she wasn’t sure what it was. Savannah was too
distracted to hear her mother close the door
behind them.
It came to no surprise to Savannah
when she tried the light switch to no avail. Her
eyes would adjust soon enough though.
“Mom,” Savannah called, her voice
echoing throughout the house, “Where are
you?”
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Where I have always been. Right beside you.
Praying for you.
A sudden searing pain shot up
Savannah’s right leg. She screamed in agony.
Her mother’s whispering voice haunted
her, “It’s time Savannah.”
Confusion fogged Savannah’s mind.
“I need rid of you Savannah. I prayed
for forgiveness. You were a curse upon me. You
were created in sin. It happened here. In this
very room. I tried to stop him. Oh, how I tried.
But I was weak. I gave into sin. My sin! You
were not a child from God. You were unholy.
Unclean. I buried you. Told everyone it was an
accident. But you continue to haunt me.
Everyday! Please God give me strength!”
Another whimper escaped Savannah’s
lips as she experienced a heaving blow to the
head. She fell to the floor. Blood oozed from her
mouth adding to the puddle that collected on
the hardwood. She moved her hands blindly
across the floor; the impact from the head
collision blurred Savannah’s vision.
Her mother could smell the fear
radiating off of her daughter and took in
another satisfying breath.
“Mother,”
Savannah
sputtered,
“Please...stop...what are you…”
Another blow to the head.
“GET OUT!” her mother screamed.
With one final strike, Savannah laid
sprawled across the floor, unable to move. The
blood from her leg wound seemed to frame her,
as if she were a beautiful piece of art. She
stared at the decrepit ceiling. The blood reached
her hands and she rubbed her thumb and
forefinger together methodically. Her crimson
blood felt smooth and silky underneath her
fingers.
She smirked.
The cold hardwood floor had given her
body chills until the blood spilled over it and
provided warmth to her frosty skin. The light
from the moon peeked through the tattered
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window curtains, illuminating the walls and
reflecting on the pools of blood.
She was astonished by how the very
thing that helped sustain life looked so beautiful
in the presence of death.
Again, she smirked. “Free from you.”
Savannah’s mother fell to the ground as
the moonlight broke through the windows,
illuminating the single body lying on the floor.
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“Coracias Caudatus”

L

exi
Kramer

I

see the meadow; I see the sky-I see the treetops whizzing by.
The milkweed waves, whistling hello.
I wave and smile; I watch her grow.
My skin feels cool against the wind.
Should I turn back now? I’m so chagrined.
The colors, the animals, even the sounds
Put me at peace upon these grounds.

I cross something, oh! so very strange.
I don’t want to touch it, I don’t like change.
As I get closer and it gets bigger
I feel even worse, I feel even sicker.
There are weird creatures lurking about.
They look how I feel in the midst of the
drought.
Where are the colors? Where are the
sounds?
There are no animals--only the Drowned.
I’m sick to my stomach; I need to leave.
Before I can go, is there time to grieve?
The creatures have spotted me; I feel the
prickThe creatures have hurt me, I’m feeling sick.
And, alas, this thought before I go:
I’ll never see milkweed,
I’ll never watch her grow.
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“Mediocre”

A

nastasia
Gaida

S

miles whimper everywhere-Faces bare, some unaware.
Blood-sworn friends don’t seem to

care.
Some wise-watchers shed a tear
And loathe the masses burrowing
there,
Earth-worms feasting on welfare.

Fergie sings lousily yet fans adore her
Scumbags linger at the border
Fortnite is generational disorder.
Oh well, cynically, you may think
Is the Species better off extinct
As it butchers forests interlinked?
The seas boil and billow with acid
rain
That falls on flags that flicker with
pain.
And that sticky gum beneath the
desk,
There’s nothing I know quite as
grotesque-Except Mankind, who is a Pest,
Whose fires pop like they’re
possessed-Who flips butts on the walk, a chainsmoker-Can’t kick the habit of Mediocre.
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“The Garden”

L

ucas
Thomas

E

den is there, beyond light of day.
When a spark drives the shadow of
night away,
Spanning the abyss, faster and faster-Neither atom nor Adam can be the spark’s
master.

Yet even amid the sunny valleys of Eden
The light and the life are soon receding,
And without the warmth of the powerful
spark
Creation withers in the dark.

The spark illumines a world unknown
As it searches for a place to call its home.
Scouring existence, like an immigrant
beaten,
At last it settles in The Garden of Eden--

Eden persists as it always has,
Before the spark flickered, and after its
pass-Its beauty is perfection incarnate
It transcends the beauty that shines on it.

A fertile land, with no pain or strife-A place that nurtures the urgings of life,
Where bounty exists in overabundance,
The spark lights up a glorious
circumference.

That’s why no man has tread these grounds
No man’s worth the gift they offer in
mounds.
I pray I’m the exception, let me tell you this:
Eden is where at last I will rest.
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“Contains No Juice”

Caves full of mountains,
A bush full of thorns,
A patchwork of patterns,
A shoe full of corns.

A

licia
Endress

Scribbles on the ceiling
That only I see,
I put salt in my coffee
So it tastes like sweet-tea.

B

uild me a sidewalk
to keep kids off the streets.
Hand me a lemon
and say it’s a peach.

But maybe that’s just me.
You turn the key clockwise
To make cylinders purr;
You don’t need a glue-stick
To stick to your word.

Buy a new mattress?
I don’t like the sheets.
Darken my hair
To soak it in bleach.

You read the directions
So you know when to stir;
You put on a coat
When you feel the burr.

I am a rock
In a world full of grass,
In a world full of trees,
In a world full of crass.

So maybe it’s just me.
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“When Death Left the Room”

EW

bonee
Rice-Nguyen

hen death walked in
He burrowed his head into your
chest.
He sought shelter like a needful child
That had finally come home.
He cradled his hands around you tight,
His palms rough and foul,
I knew he would not let go this time.

When death entered the room,
Time balanced on a rope.
The tick-tock of the clock grew louder.
Your breaths echoed in time to the rhythm,
Tracking all the moments we had left.
When death drew us to your room,
He etched himself on the faces you loved most,
Their mouths sunken and pinched,
Eyes drawn in like they’d seen a ghost,
The dull light of their brows flickering in time
With the line of your staccato heartbeat.
And then death left.
And took you with him.
And the curtain was drawn
And the coffin was shut
And the grave was dug
And you were gone.
When death left the room
He left you uncaged to the pain.
He smoothed out the lines
Worn into your knees
From hours kneeling at his door.
When death left the room
He took pieces of us, too.
He tore them from our chests
Dug caverns in our hearts
That burned and ached from the
inside out
Those wounds used to be filled by
Your voice, your laughter.
When death left the room,
I never got the chance to say goodbye.
Your hand lay still by your side.
I inhaled the void between us.
By the time I took your hand, you
faded-I should have taken your hand.
I should have taken it.
When death left the room, I wish I
had really been there.
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“God Bless America”

R

eagan
Wood

od Bless America,
Land that I love.
Forgive me for doubting
That you’re high up above.

G

I wretchedly look back and question
How far we travelled since yesterday.
Mistreatment of people of color,
Is still widespread--it’s just not okay.

Your children are being mass-murdered.
Your women are raped and abused.
Your bombs are exploding in Syria;
Your power is being misused.

Please tell me why this nation,
So rich and grand and strong,
Wallows in poverty and hunger,
And delights in so many wrongs.

Each day is a tragic mass-shooting,
Each night passes off bias as news.
Racism rampages through the streets.
Haters trample on our right to choose.

Your crime rates are steadily climbing,
Your people morbidly obese.
I must unsteadily beg you,
For these unsteady things to all cease.
Please help us to quell all the violence.
And teach us to be more humane.
This God who blesses America,
We beg you, please help us to change.
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“The Meaning of the
Madness”

E

bonee
Rice

T

hrough the years, the theme of madness
has always been a staple in prominent
literary works. Numerous authors have
used this theme of madness as the backbone of
their novels, but more often than not, the
madness is a representation of the character’s
struggle with themselves or their environment.
In the short story “The Yellow Wallpaper” by
Charlotte Perkins Gilman and the novel “The
Bell Jar” by Sylvia Plath, the madness of their
main characters is a representation of how the
gender roles during that time period
distinguished their lives. These stories were
statements created by both authors
to
reflect
the
damage
designated roles can have
on women and how
that damage can
lead to madness.
In “The Bell
Jar” and “The Yellow
Wallpaper,” the authors
repeatedly imitate the
female normalcies of their
era and present the
unrealistic truth of opposing
them. During the time period
of “The Yellow Wallpaper,”
women and men were viewed as
entirely separate species. It was
common knowledge that men were
superior, while women were merely
governed by their emotions; “Men, as
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the stronger sex, were thought to be intelligent,
courageous, and determined. Women, on the
other hand, were more governed by their
emotions, and their virtues were expected to be
chastity, modesty, compassion, and piety”
(Gender in the Proceedings). The narrator in
“The Yellow Wallpaper” was a symbol of this
expected role. She was delicate and submissive,
and always listened to her husband. Even
though she never agreed of his treatment for
her illness, she never did anything to dissuade
him. When the narrator would come across her
disagreeing thoughts with her husband, she
would answer herself with “but what is one to
do?”(Gilman 2). This sentence presented the
total obedience that was expected of women
during the 19th century. This expected
obedience also extended
into
the
1950’s, the time that
Sylvia
Plath published
“The Bell
Jar.”
During
this
time
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period, women were only accepted as obedient
housewives in order to recover from WW ll. In
the essay ”Happiness, Womanhood, and
Sexualized Media ” by Bridget O’Keefe the
author stated that to repair the nation, the
nuclear family“ was highly dependent on
women in their traditional roles as wives and
mothers” (O’Keefe 1). Esther struggled with this
concept for she saw herself as a woman who
had finally escaped that life. She had a
promising future as somebody who wouldn’t
need to depend on a man for support. As the
book progresses, Esther begins to struggle with
her goal of becoming an editor and fears that
she will just end up as a housewife. She
becomes depressed with her inevitable future
and feels like society is pressing her into a
corner. Again the path of rebelling against
society is too far out of reach (Plath).
In both stories the male characters’
oppression of the women protagonists
contributed to their approaching madness. In
“The Yellow Wallpaper,” the husband, John,
repeatedly overrules the narrator, only doing
what he thinks is best. The narrator admits she
does not like the feel of the house, but John
ignores her claiming it’s good for her health.
The narrator claims she’s sick, but John states it
is just a depressive state. The narrator wants to
go into town, but John expresses how it would
be dangerous for her health. It is John that is
trapping her inside the house, not her own will.
The isolation caused her condition to spiral out
of control. John perfectly fits into the
domineering male role of that time period
(Gilman). The male characters in “The Bell Jar”
also follow this parallel of ignoring the female
thoughts. Esther tells her boyfriend Buddy
Willard that she refuses to conform to marriage,
but still he pursues her. He believes that he is
inevitable, and for Esther that is her worst
nightmare. She is trying to escape that final
ending of marriage and becoming a housewife.
That ending is one of the causes of her
depression. She wants more from life than just
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being a wife. When Buddy forces that life onto
her, she grows distraught (Plath). This
combined with the advice of Doctor Gordon is a
disaster. Gordon is Esther’s psychologist. In
their interviews though it is obvious that
Gordon does not take Esther’s mental condition
seriously. He appears uninterested and
unbelieving; “So I told him again...how I hadn’t
slept for fourteen nights and how I couldn’t
read or write or swallow very well. Doctor
Gordon seemed unimpressed” (Plath 160). The
Doctor dismissed Esther’s concerns. He ignores
her obvious mental decline, clearly believing she
is just a lonely housewife in need of attention.
He then proceeds to suggest shock therapy.
This only further disintegrates Esther’s mind.
All of these male figures ignored the women,
believing they were just hysteric, bored
housewives. This behavior pushed Esther and
the narrator over the edge, adding to their
madness.
Not only did these men contribute to
the main protagonists’ madness, but they also
represented the patriarchy as a whole. These
male characters were the perfect representation
of the male gender role. The men were in
power; they were dominant, arrogant, and
ignorant of the women's thoughts. The author’s
purposely painted them to show how men
continually write women off as hysteric and
erratic. This portrayal added to the feeling of
the narrator’s being trapped in their lives.
Also, Charlotte Perkins and Sylvia Plath
both wrote their stories in first person point of
view to reason with readers on how these
women had no other choice but to resort to
madness, given their social pressures. With “The
Yellow Wallpaper” readers can sympathize with
the narrator’s suffocating lifestyle. The story is
written in a diary format to form an attachment
to the narrator. The audience feels as if they are
the only ones able to see inside the narrator’s
inner thoughts. Readers begin to notice how
John controls every detail in the narrator’s life.
Her life is not her own, but rather her
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husband’s. The author indicates that the
narrator confuses John’s need for control as
love: “He is very careful and loving and hardly
lets me stir without direction” (Gilman 3).
Given this corrupt relationship and seeing how
the narrator views it, the audience can concur
that this would drive anyone insane. In “The
Bell Jar” readers are able to follow Esther’s
deepest thoughts on the life she lives. They see
how she is desperately trying to escape the
normal housewife life. They see how she begins
to struggle to achieve this. They see how these
failures begin to build up. She begins to sink
into depression, and the only one there to
comfort her is her mother, who continues to try
to push a husband onto Esther. Following her
way of thinking, the audience can mimic her
situation. They can see how her environment
leads to madness. The authors wrote the books
in a way that madness seemed like an obvious
end. These women were pushed into living a
way that they hated, but nobody cared about
their wants and needs. This way of writing
mimicked the lives of so many women during
that time period. It addressed how
claustrophobic the gender roles were for
women. Women across the nation were facing
the same issue; their decisions were never their
own, but rather society’s.
Lastly, in “The Yellow Wallpaper” and
“The Bell Jar,” the character’s madness was an
indication of escaping the conformity of gender
roles. The narrator in “The Yellow Wallpaper”
imagines there is a woman in the wallpaper.
She believes that the wallpaper itself is her
prison. The narrator’s infatuation grows and she
is convinced there are many women behind the
wallpaper. In the end, the narrator becomes the
woman, replacing herself as the woman who
was imprisoned behind the wallpaper: “‘I’ve got
out at last’, said I ‘In spite of you and Jane. And
I’ve pulled off most of the paper so you can’t
put me back!”(Gilman 20). This line is fiercely
haunting because the narrator has become her
imaginary infatuation. Before she saw that
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woman as being trapped. This was just a way of
dealing with her own imprisonment of her
marriage. At the end she was free, but only
through imagining herself as somebody else.
This is a representation of how confined she felt
by her marriage and life. The wallpaper was a
symbol of the society trapping women into
themselves. The woman was the narrator
herself, and women like her. Eventually, they
broke free, but only through madness. Through
Sylvia Plath’s “The Bell Jar” the writer also
describes a similar metaphor for the character’s
madness. In this section of the novel, Esther is
at the height of her madness. She feels
incapable of anything. She recognizes that
wherever she is in the world, she will still carry
this sense of emptiness, for she is stuck within
herself. “...it wouldn’t have made one scrap of a
difference to me, because wherever I sat-I would
be sitting under the same glass bell jar, stewing
in my own sour air”(Plath 223). The image of a
Bell Jar is very similar to one of a cage. The
character feels confined by herself and what is
expected of her. She brews in her own air of
despair. This symbolism also depicts the social
constraints that Esther has been fighting against
the whole novel. If her madness is shown as a
Bell Jar, so is her role in the world. In both
books, the woman’s madness represented the
damage of their gender roles, and the mental
illness that followed.
The portrayed mental deterioration of
both of the characters in “The Yellow
Wallpaper” and “The Bell Jar” are so similar that
it’s apparent the author’s aren’t just describing
a person’s descent into madness, but rather
addressing a much larger issue. That issue is
the stifling gender roles. The authors used
similar social expectations for women, similar
male characters, similar writing styles, and
similar episodes of madness to portray the
destruction that gender roles cause.
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Meaning in ‘A Good Man is
Hard to Find’”

D
R

an
Parker

eligion and literature have been proven to
be vital and significant cultural forces.
From the times of Jesus Christ to today,
both religion and literature have influenced and
affected humanity. The question is: Can both
religion and literature co-exist together creating
a strong purpose while establishing a dynamic
relationship? Of course, there are strict religious
texts such as the Bible, but there are also other
forms of literature that subtly imply and allude
to religious values and messages. In most cases,
the source of reason for implementing religion
into literature usually stems from the author’s
personal beliefs. Flannery O’Connor, for
example, was a successful author who was
known for incorporating her beliefs into her
works. O’Connor’s story of “A Good Man Is
Hard to Find” is a prime example of the effect
that religion has on literature. Implying religious
values and messages through literature creates a
unique and powerful effect.
Since religion is a significant aspect of
life, it is logical for it to be associated with
other significant aspects of life such as
literature. Religious literature can provide a
detailed insight into the author’s personal
beliefs. Writers typically base their stories off of
personal experiences or thoughts, so it is
sensible for authors to allude to their religious
beliefs. One example, in particular, was colonial
America. It was common for journalists and
writers to reference God and Christianity in
their writings. A blog entry titled “Religion in
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Colonial America” by author Nancy Snyder
explains the importance of religion in colonial
America and how this was proven from the
literature from that time. “These strong
religious beliefs are evident in the writings of
colonial American literature. Religion affected all
aspects of life, and literature serves to provide
evidence of the bond of religion to early
American life” (Snyder par. 1). Clearly, religion
was important to the new Americans. They did,
after all, leave England to escape the religious
laws enacted by King James: This proves how
natural it is for writers to incorporate it into
their stories. In this case, these writings have
allowed historians to understand the status and
personal beliefs of the colonists at that time.
This effect of religion in literature allows for a
more detailed insight into the author’s personal
beliefs.
Another reason for the combination of
religion and literature is the several similarities
they share. A document from Christian Classics
Ethereal Library discusses and explains these
similarities: “Religion and literature spring from
the same fundamental sources. Religion is the
relation which man bears to an ultimate being…
Literature, in its final analysis, represents the
same fundamental relationship: it seeks to
explain, to justify, to reconcile, to interpret, and
even to comfort and console” (Schaff par. 1).
This example proves that religion and literature
have similarities. As the article stated, they each
have a common appeal to life and spring from
the same fundamental sources. In other words,
they both seek to explain, justify, reconcile,
interpret, comfort, and console. Religion and
literature are vital aspects of life because they
are both tied to natural human emotions. When
one is curious, confused, mournful, or
remorseful, they can turn to both religion and
literature to find closure. Another similarity
between religion and literature are the emotions
that they convey to create powerful effects.
“They assume the presence and orderly use of
the reason; they accept the strength of the
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human emotions of love, fear, curiosity,
reverence, and they both presume and accept
the categorical imperative of the conscience and
the freedom and force of the will of man”
(Schaff par. 2). Clearly, this is why religion and
literature create powerful effects. When one is
involved with religion, they often release and
open up their emotions. In a sense, one could
do the same with literature. This is why such a
powerful effect is created when religion and
literature are combined. The reader can open
themselves up to interpret and feel the effect
that the literature provides. Religion and
literature have several similarities and create a
powerful effect when combined.
One successful author in particular that
incorporated religion into her works was
Flannery O’Connor. O’Connor, an only child,
was born in Savannah, Georgia, on March 25,
1925. She is known as one of the best fiction
writers and one of the strongest apologists for
Roman Catholicism in the twentieth century.
Her small yet impressive body of fiction
presented the soul’s struggle with what she
called the “stinking mad shadow of Jesus.”
Growing up, O'Connor was an avid reader. She
attended Georgia State College for Women and
served as an editor of the Corinthian, the
college's literary magazine. Eventually, she
received a scholarship in journalism to the
University of Iowa where she graduated from
the world famous Writers’ Workshop. Overall,
O’Connor was successful in becoming a great
writer. However, she faced several challenges
throughout her life. Her strong relationship
with her father prematurely ended after he died
from lupus when she was fifteen years old
(Gordon par. 1-3). Since O’Connor was an avid
reader and had a strong religious background,
one can assume that O’Connor sought comfort
during these hard times through her religious
beliefs and literature. As previously stated, both
religion and literature seek to comfort. Since
O’Connor was an advocate for both, she was
able to regain her motivation and proceed with
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her life (Gordon par. 3-5). O’Connor may have
incorporated her religious beliefs into her works
because she had experienced the solitude that
both religion and literature can provide in times
of hardship. An experience like this is an
unforgettable one, which is why O’Connor
incorporated her beliefs into her works.
One story that O’Connor wrote that
exhibited her religious beliefs was “A Good Man
Is Hard to Find.” The story is about a family
planning a trip to Florida. A grandmother
reminisces about the past and convinces her
son to take a detour to see an old house. The
car ends up crashing and the deserted family
encounters a wanted convict, known as the
Misfit, and his fellow criminals. The
grandmother recognizes this man and talks to
him while the rest of the family is lead away to
be murdered. The grandmother displays
Christian sympathy in response, contrary to
how she treated her own family all along. The
Misfit goes on to shoot the grandmother and
states that if someone was there to shoot her all
her life, she would have been a good woman
(O’Connor 497-508). One part of the story
where religion is employed is when the Misfit
and the grandmother are conversing. The Misfit
recalls his life and the grandmother only
responds with the words “pray” or “Jesus.” The
grandmother, growing nervous, goes on to say,
“'Jesus! You've got good blood! I know you
wouldn't shoot a lady! I know you come from
nice people! Pray! Jesus, you ought not to shoot
a lady…'" (O’Connor 507). Certainly, there are
religious references in this story. The
grandmother refers to Jesus and encourages the
man to pray. At this point in the story, she is
pleading for her life while also praising the
Misfit for being a good, holy man. Not only is
this a religious reference, it also creates a strong
effect on the story. As previously stated, religion
is a significant aspect of life. The grandmother
was not a good person, but she acted saintly
when held at gunpoint. This is because she, too,
was attempting to seem like a good person in
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order to save her life, even though she was truly
being selfish. In the story “A Good Man Is Hard
to Find,” O’Connor incorporates religion to
create a powerful effect.
Religion and literature have not only
existed for thousands of years but have also
proven to be vital aspects of life. The purpose
of combining the two truly stems from the
author’s personal beliefs. O’Connor, for
example, was one successful author that was
known for incorporating her religious beliefs
into her works. Her story of “A Good Man Is
Hard to Find” is a prime example of the effect
religion has on literature. Implying religious
values and messages through literature creates a
unique and powerful effect.
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“How Would Our Founding
Fathers Respect the
American Flag?”
The Patriots Converge at
Foxborough
American Legion Essay Contest Winner

E

bonee
Rice

“Every effort to confine Americanism to a
single pattern, to constrain it to a single
formula, is disloyalty to everything that is
valid in Americanism.”

I

-Henry Steele Commager
magine our founders huddled together at
one of America’s most political spectacles: an
NFL football game. The home-field is
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unimportant, but evidence suggests the
founders might favor the Patriots.
So Foxborough it is.
Will Alexander Hamilton, legendary for
throwing down the gauntlet, challenge Patriot
Marcellus Bennett to a duel for last season’s
kneeling episode--or will he praise Bennett for
his moxie? Will Thomas Jefferson kneel during
the anthem to protest the repeal of his state
motto "Sic Semper Tyrannis" in favor of
something more marketable—say, “Virginia is
for Lovers"? Will Patrick Henry wear a flag
emblazoned with the words “Give Me Liberty or
Give Me Death” to protest a 10% Ticket-Master
tax on ex-supporters of the Boston Tea Party?
Regrettably, the world will never know.
What the world does know is that for
many politicians, particularly those who have
dodged military service or discredited the
heroism of our POWs, the flag is an instrument
of political expedience. As they raise it to score
political points, they lower it with their
ignorance of what free-thinkers like Hamilton,
Jefferson, and Henry valued most: freedom.
As historian Henry Steele Commager
reasoned, a prescribed course of action or
thought is a poor yardstick of loyalty. Those
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who argue otherwise misconstrue the
foundation of American democracy, which is
rooted not in passive displays of patriotism but
in active opposition to tyranny.
Does Americanism demand that we
lower the flag in mourning, for instance, or that
we take care that no part of it touches the
ground? Would folding the cloth in a pentagon
instead of a tri-cornered hat detract from its
significance? While the intricacies of flag
etiquette are an intriguing read in symbolism
and history, prescriptions of flag veneration
define neither Americanism nor its adherents.
While this stance may smell of treason in
Foxborough and beyond, speculation about how
our founding fathers would view twenty-first
century treatments of the flag might prove
surprising.
More pragmatic than it was patriotic,
the founders’ relationship with the flag was
clear: it was a way to identify our ships when
they visited foreign ports (Leepson 1). As
mundane as this relationship may sound, flag
historians contend that Washington, Franklin,
Madison et al most likely would not have
saluted the flag let alone folded it into a
predefined
geometric
shape.
Equally
disappointing to lovers of lore, a Philadelphia
seamstress named Betsy Ross probably did not
hunch with aching back over the initial threads
of Old Glory. Though Ross’ tale remains
boilerplate in school history books, no primary
sources substantiate her myth. Moreover, the
colors red, white, and blue did not symbolize
archetypal American qualities through the
eighteenth-century lens of our founders.
Instead of motifs of sacrifice, purity, and loyalty,
our colors were convenient knock-offs of Great
Britain’s Union Jack (History 1).
If Old Glory had little intrinsic meaning
to the founders beyond its utilitarian function
in naval navigation, then how did modern-day
ritualism and reverence for the flag evolve?
Only after we understand its evolution from
naval insignia to sacred emblem can we
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understand the context in which the founding
fathers would respect our flag today. Before
Uncle Sam and “The Star-Spangled Banner”,
religious zeal for the flag materialized from the
notion of Manifest Destiny. As borders
expanded, Americans embraced a mission to
spread their ideals—a mission they believed
was bestowed upon them by God. Each
territorial marking of the flag became a sign of
God’s sanction that Americans claim the land
between the oceans. R. Tompkins captured well
the religious impact of this sanction on flag
veneration, “I’ll bear thee up, thou dear old flag
/ Of origin divine / Until upon thy azure fold /
A hundred stars shall shine” (Tompkins 1).
Simultaneously, disciples of America’s destiny
galvanized movements to de-secularize society
and its institutions, infusing the flag’s meaning
with religious fervor.
Essentially, praising
America through the emblem of the flag
became interwoven with praising God. Kate
Putnam’s lyric “Our Flag” reveals how intimately
the flag became allied with the divine: “Oh,
symbol-hope of all the world! / The pledge of
Liberty! /A stronger hand than ours unfurled /
Thy mighty prophecy. / Let all thy starry
splendors shine! / The banner of the Lord!”
(Furbish 48). The nineteenth and twentiethcentury reverence that Tompkins and Putnam
expressed for Old Glory would have been
unfamiliar to our eighteenth-century founders,
as would the spates of flag desecration and
sectarian counter-protest that spawned more
current clashes over “In God We Trust” and
“One Nation under God” and “See You at the
Pole”.
Such clashes still flare predictably,
especially when Americans believe their
interests are threatened. Today, as Dominicans
caravan toward the border, some waving the
flag of their homeland, many Americans view
them through the century-old lens of patriotic
fervor and expect reverent devotion to red,
white, and blue. As attorney Christine Flowers
observes, “People who are already skeptical
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about this country's ability to assimilate large
groups of aliens…will only become more
hardened in their opposition if they see that the
people knocking at our door identify more
strongly with their homeland. It is in their best
interests to wrap themselves in our flag if they
want a truly warm welcome” (Flowers 1).
Far from the border caravan, the
Patriots line up in Foxborough. A stiff wind
ripples through the stadium, and the anthem
plays. Old Glory strains in the breeze, tighter
than the political atmosphere. Would Hamilton
duel for it? Would Henry wear it? Would
Jefferson take the knee? However endearing
our flag rituals would seem to the founders,
nothing was dearer to them than freedom. They
were the defiant core of a revolution, passionate
mutineers against oppression. As one passionate
dissenter named Benjamin Franklin proclaimed,
"It is the first responsibility of every citizen to
question authority" (Founders’ 1).
While politicians may denigrate such
questioners, the founding fathers would rally
around them. To our founders, the flag might
have amounted to colored threads, but the
principles woven in its fabric they would honor
to the death.
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“Faith Forgotten”

H

anna
Denny

My mom found me there, a shell with red
knuckles,
A soulless ragdoll in a dress with white ruffles.

Voted Best Serious Subject Poem, Class of ‘20

I

stopped believing in a merciful God
On a morning thick and heavy with fog.

How do you tell a girl who’s nine,
“Your father has passed—it was simply his
time”?

The pain is still fresh, but the memories blur.
I repressed them but I can refresh them, for
sure.
I stopped believing in God when he was shut in
the casket.
Where was the church? Not a buck from the
basket?
Still I donned my black dress and a pair of
dress shoes
And counted regards for my loss two-by-two.
I held my head up— higher than high—
And promised myself that I wouldn't cry.
The hands holding mine could not keep me
sane,
So I ran out the back, the same way I came.
I called out to God. I slumped under a tree,
I said, “If you’re so real, why wasn’t it me?
For hours I cried and struggled and prayed
But the fathomless silence left me feeling
betrayed.
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How could a kind God have ever been real
If he wanted his children to feel what I feel?
So I buried my faith, along with my father,
With an unanswered prayer I left at the altar.
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E

“On an August Night”
bonee
Rice

to the steady hammering of our hearts
reminding us

i

we stare at a sky pinpricked with stars
we litter them with confessions and dreams
trace ourselves in the constellations
so that eternity and space cannot erase us
we hold the moon between our palms
an offering to ourselves and to the future

we are here
we are here
we are here

remember the night
the air so thick it pools round us like a
blanket

we blaze trails through your yard
our breaths so ragged they catch in our chests
each one an unbalanced stumble into the night
our fingers reach for the lights
of fireflies drifting like falling embers
blinking in and out of existence
the moon so bright it rains like sunlight
painting us silver and white
the shadows flicker on our faces
making the lines starker
a glimpse into the years that will follow
we sit together on the back porch
the dark so heavy it smothers our voices
the muffled sounds of night drifting down the
hills
and the crickets chirp
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though time’s taken us
across scattered horizons
our wishes remain, though cut to smaller pieces
our dreams are hollowed into new shapes
when we look at the sky
we don’t see ourselves
we don’t chase stars
we don’t trace constellations
we don’t reach for a moon
we fade like a night
reclaimed by the sun
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“Beyond the Carousel”

R
N

eagan
Wood

I glance around
in a defeated attempt to find her.
I see thousands of tickets in sweaty palms,
A welter of rides and swarms of mothers
Brandishing tickets like jewels.

othing invigorates
like absolute panic.

It ascends from
the depths of the stomach and
claws to the tips of
fingers toes ears.
Even amusement parks
drop their amusements.
Laughing cheering screaming crying.
I run until I can no more,
Till I fall and disintegrate in the icy shade
of a bathroom stall
With the heat retreating,
beads of sweat drizzled on my face.

I venture out.
The park is encased in shadows cast by
mechanical leviathans
whose cheerful signs have faded into
somber recollections of what they used to be.
In a circling stampede of painted horses, the
mothers hold their children captive
On leashes, like dogs.
They’re the lucky ones.
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"Saved"

D

an
Parker

But suddenly, I begin to slip away
Down the dark backside of the crag.
Shwack!
I hit the field house wall.
Fear overcomes my soul as I scream in agony.
The ice-fanged eaves above me
Salivate over my vulnerable corpse.

A

n ice-crusted mountain of snow
Plowed against the field house,
Overbearing and overshadowing,
is my destiny.

My legs are numb,
My hands are frozen.
My body is weak.

I can do this.
One small boot,
One precious hand,
One step at a time.

I am nothing anymore.
But there you are, right where I had been.
Your heavenly voice bellows down to me,
And your warm, sacred hands meet mine.
My savior.
You pull me back to my feet
Out of the crevasse of death and despair.

I proudly stand atop the summit.
The crisp winter air
Claws at my naked face.
I sit down,
For now I can relax and enjoy.

Thank you, Father.
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“Is Boris!”

J

essie
Walston

T

As the bombs fall I hear the cries of sweltering
bulbs.

he garlic fields grow with swiftness.
My beating heart festers with joy.
I have tried to wean my addiction
But the smell of garlic is unrelenting.
The pigs cry out with disgust.
The dogs retaliate with an ultimatum--

The dust settles and I awaken to chaos.
The fields burn a fiery orange and
Garlic-blood is everywhere.
All is not lost, for I am prepared.
All Slavs knew this day would come.
Below I hide the stores of garlic.
The pigs and dogs cannot defeat my will.

“Be red, or be dead.”
And so the choice is made.
The capitalist pigs have new toys,
The commie dogs have great numbers
There is only one loser: my garlic.

Boris needs to feed.
Boris needs his garlic.
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“Linear Function”

B

The Syntax I use, it ain’t so proper,
But Your language has so much to offer:
The scratching of pencil on paper’s surface
Gives a glimpse of a World with Greater
Purpose.

reckin
Peale

Voted Best Light Subject Poem, Class of ‘20

A

fraction of myself, I do acquiesce
To the Math that I process,
To the sweet perfume of a pure
Equation,
Against stereotypes, for I'm not Asian.
Math’s words do spell the truest Truths,
Although, be damned, I hate your proofs.
While others scorn You throughout school,
You, my Dear, are a useful tool.
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This whimsical drivel that I must write
Is a rhetorical struggle I reluctantly fight.
My English teacher has me trapped in a
corner—
Either scrap to the death or call me a coroner.
English is the bane of my entire existence.
Why?--I’m not creative, for instance.
The cataclysm of Language will be my
destruction—
Tell me, class, is this a linear function1?
[1] in algebra, two distinct but related notions
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“Say What?”

Whether or not phrases cause kinesthesia,
Is no help when frolicking in word memorabilia.

N

Flaunting the tongue is so yesterday.
Why must fragile egos get hooked on Roget?
While big words may have resonated awe in the
past,
Modern-day century readers proclaim, “This is
crass!”

ick
Vasbinder

A

s Anglo-Saxon speakers perceive,
The lexicon of English is hard to
conceive,
Withal sympathetic to the vain and obtuse
To the protracted palaver of high English use.

To a congregation of those born in Generation
Z,
The canals of our hearing burst forth in agony.
Needless to say, for the sake of us all,
May we demand that this abuse shall soon fall?

The highbrow crowd understands my
proclamation
On how to mishandle oral communication.
The spawn of Queen Elizabeth, the curse of
James the King,
Excess verbiage does delivers a sting.

The thesaurus is a tool, and not a play toy
To carelessly twirl with a false sense of joy.
These lines may be knuckles crashing into your
nose,
But thesaurus junkies are formidable foes.

The forlorn thesaurus is the bane of cognition,
For decoding pretention requires ambition.
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“Nameless”

K
Y

arlie
McCoy

ou don’t know how you affect me.
You calm the chaos in my head.
You still the typhoon that steals my

sanity.
When I am in your arms,
I feel we are in the eye of my turbulent life,
safe together,
while the storm rages around us.
Who am I?
I am your girl.
I ache to please you,
I beg to serve you,
I yearn to worship you.
I am your baby girl,
your toy, your property, your love.
My heart beats for you.
My soul longs for your possession.
You found me when I was lost.
You turned my world into a place with love and
happiness.
I am yours,
no I need to be yours.
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Owned.
I want to be in your arms.
I want to be lovingly disciplined with your
hands.
I want to serve you
and revel in the moments I make you proud
and say good girl.
Without you,
there is no such thing as a fantasy,
because my life with you is a fantasy.
I look at you and I want to kiss you.
More than anything, I just want a kiss.
A kiss to tell me that you trust your lips against
mine.
A kiss to prove to me that I can still see the
world with my eyes closed.
A kiss to remind me that actions truly do speak
louder than words.
With that one kiss, and one touch,
you restore my soul,
you fill my heart,
and bring peace to me.
You know my past,
you know my needs,
you know my desires,
you know my limits.
But most of all, you know I trust you.
I have a huge weakness
for your hand on my neck
and your words in my heart,
neither of which I have the willpower to refuse.
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“Ode to Calculus”

Your quizzes and tests emit smoke from my
ears.
You’re increasingly useless throughout the
school year.

G

race
LeGars

F

rom the first day I entered I knew you’d
be tough-But, dang, I didn't think you’d ever be this
rough.
We’re barely halfway through a challenging
year,
And it feels like you’ll only get harder from
here.
No end in sight. Any end is all right!
One end just might be the end I delight.
Oh, how I wish you’d assuage all my pain
Because I’m in no mood for your maddening
game.
Your logarithmic differentiation makes so little
sense.
Your limits and exponents are a waste of my
time.
What junior can grasp such ridiculousness,
Now that math requires words like “tangent”
and “cosine”?
I’m so tired of, “You’re Honors, you should
know this by now!”
When we only have two days to learn this, so
how?
Your draw is “Dual Enrollment” but you’re not
worth a dime.
Calculus is insane, and knowing you is a crime.
You secrete a smell that is much worse than
trash.
Each page from your book should be turned to
fine ash.
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I admit that this poem may sound somewhat
cruel,
But, let us be real--You’re the worse part of
school.
If I do pass your class, it’ll be by pure luck.
My final declaration is “Calculus, you suck!”
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“An Android’s Wish”

C

Silent scream.
A chord
Can’t afford.
A bond.
A love.
So fond.
So cold.
Tears it cannot shed.
Forever, it is said,
“I am not dead.”
“I am alive.”
“I will live on.”
“I will thrive.”
On-lining.
Great timing.
Eyes wide open.
I keep hoping,
And wishing I were real.
Synthetic feel.
So surreal.
Glowing eyes,
No surprise.
I just wish,
And I pray
That someone
“Out there!”
Will save us someday.

heyenne
Leech

D

rag.
Stop.
Till the bodies drop.
That is how they thrive.
That is how they survive.
Download
They surprise.
Upload
They rise.
Backspace
They erase.
Delete
Their mistakes.
No Wi-Fi,
They cry.
No Service,
They die.
A screen.
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“Valentine’s Day Can Go”

T

aylor
Greene

The water in the vase would slowly turn green,
So the idea of flowers is frankly obscene.
I want something to eat--to make me feel
thirsty,
Something whipped up by my pal, Milton
Hershey.

R

oses are red.
Violets are blue.
Flowers are pretty,
But I want none from you.

Please don’t spend lots of money.
A gag gift will do.
Now that would be funny-I don't care from who.

If you bought some, I’d fill up a glass.
If you ask me, it’s a pain in the a$$
The grandiose smell would last for a day.
Soon after that, I would throw them away

I don’t need much, just bring me a smile
I haven't had that in a really good while.
I’ve determined that Valentine's Day’s overrated.
This holiday should not ever have been created.
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“The Ouroboros”

N

ick
DelBaggio

T

here I lay, wide awake in my bed. The
swirling typhoon of thoughts keep me
up for yet another night. All of which
are connected to an heirloom of sorts. It was
the only thing that survived the fire that killed
both of my parents, other than myself. A
tattered book with worn out leather spread
across the cover and an emblem of a snake
eating its own tail made of pure iron. Ever since
my childhood, it has fascinated me, not just
because of the emotional value it has, but
because there were no burn marks on any part
of the book. Anything that would leave a mark
on it, even ink, would simply disappear as if the
book was protecting itself from damage.
For the longest time, I considered this
item worthless, but I kept it nonetheless. It was
not until the age of 16 when I started to pursue
alchemy that writing started to appear in the
book. Ever since then I’ve been broadening my
understanding of the science, learning more and
more as the book reveals its secrets to me.
“Are you ok Albert?”
The soft voice of my wife Perenelle breaks me
from the book’s trance. “Yes, I’m fine.” I lie, “I
just had a bad dream, that’s all.”
“What was it about?” she inquires.
Before I can answer the dangerous
question, the baby in the next room over starts
to cry.
I start to get up before Perenelle stops
me. She says “I’ll take care of him, you just get
some rest.” Glad that I don’t have to talk my
way out of the situation, I don’t attest and I try
to go back to sleep.
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There’s a house at the end of a long
pathway. An unseen presence draws me
towards this house, and a feeling of familiarity
spreads throughout my body. The house
suddenly bursts into flames. I try running
towards it, but it’s as if the air is tar and I can
barely run. By the time I get there, there is
nothing but ash left. I begin to look around as if
I’m missing something of mine and I find the
book lying on the ground untouched….and a
child.
I wake up in a cold sweat. Sunlight has
just begun to pour through the window of the
bedroom. I jump up from the bed and snatch
the strange book from my desk. I flip through
the pages searching for god knows what. I flip
to what used to be a blank page.
The Art of Human Restoration & Everlasting
Life

The all is one.
“At last,” I think to myself. “The final
chapter!” Not wanting to waste any more time, I
change out of my robes and throw on my usual
clothes, a white button-up shirt with a tan vest
and a navy blue coat, and I head to my personal
laboratory in the basement.
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The laboratory is dimly lit from the
candles that line the room. Cupboards full of
alchemical ingredients for my experiments
surround the room, and little bookshelves
holding different alchemical texts, most of
which aren’t even opened because of the
strange leather-bound book. Test tubes and
other alchemical apparatus are spread lazily
across my workbench from previous
experiments.
I immediately clear off my workbench
and check the book again to see if anything has
changed. Nothing. “Fine,” I state defiantly. “It
wouldn’t be the first time you have given me
any hints.” So I promptly get to work. Trying
everything from basic metallurgy to advanced
thaumaturgy, but nothing seems to work. Every
time I think I am making progress, I check only
to see that nothing changes.
A soft rapping comes from the door to
the laboratory. “Come in,” I grunt. It was
Perenelle, and she brought a tray full of food
with her. She looks around to see the scatter
papers and failed experiments lying across the
workbench. “I’m guessing that you’re having
some trouble with your latest experiment?” She
asks. I nod. “Well, I’m sure you’ll come up with
something,” she says hopefully. “You always do.”
With that, she sets the tray full of food in front
of me, kisses my cheek, and begins to make her
way out. “Oh, and Albert…,” Perenelle says.
“Yes?”
“Don’t work too hard,” she smiles.
The door quietly closes behind her, and
I am left with nothing but my frustration, and a
yearning for an answer. “I will not rest until
every page is full.” I think to myself. I ignore the
tray of food and I get back to work, only
occasionally taking a bite.
This goes on for several weeks. Dark
circles begin to surround my eyes as I try to
decipher whatever the book is hiding. Most of
the time I don’t stop to eat or sleep. My wife
has given up on visiting me.
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“That book is making you go mad!” She
screams at me one night.
“You don’t know anything about the
book, or what significance it has to me!” I
retaliate. “This book is the only thing
connecting me to my parents, I don’t even
remember them!”
We continued to bicker like this for
several hours until she finally storms out of my
laboratory. I stand there, the loud drum-like
sounds of my heart fill my head, making my
thoughts swirl and fill my head. The storm of
thoughts grows and grows, all screaming to
know the truth. Louder and louder these voices
chant calling out to the book for answers. I
scream in pain as my head feels like it’s about
to explode, and then it just stops. Then all I can
see is the back of my eyelids.
I open my eyes to see what appears to
be my lab. Papers and different materials are
scattered across the ground, surrounding a
drawing on the ground. A snake eating its own
tail…. At the center of it all the book lies there,
waiting for the final transmutation….
I jump up from where I sat and tried to
comprehend what I just saw. Suddenly the glint
of the serpent on the front of the book catches
my eye. Carefully I open the book and flip to
where I left off. At the top of what used to be a
blank page there is new writing.
Human Transmutation
The entire page is filled to the brim
with instructions on how to perform this ritual,
most of which are just instructions on how to
draw the transmutation circle. This required
only two ingredients, the blood of a mother,
and the body of her child.
I read over the ingredients over and
over again to make sure that I wasn’t just
seeing things. I paced around the
floor...thinking. Not of whether or not I will do
it, but of how I was going to do it. Eventually, I
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walked out of the laboratory for the last time.
The sun was setting, I knew that the time to act
was going to be soon. The sound of my
thundering heart filled my ears as I made my
way across the kitchen to the staircase, vial in
one hand, a knife in the other.
I slowly walk up the stairs, peering into
my chambers at the top of the stairs. There she
lay on her side in the bed. She was facing away
from the door, so it should be easy to catch her
by surprise. Silently I creep my way into the
room, she was asleep. My heartbeat began to
grow faster and faster as I approached my
target.
My heart begins to beat furiously.
I walk up to the bed where she lay.
The beating of my heart drowns out
any other sound. It’s a wonder that my wife
isn’t startled by it.
I uncork the vial and hold it in my
hand.
Each beat of my heart fills me with
newfound energy, and determination to finish
what I’ve started.
I position myself to cut her by the
throat and catch the blood with the vial.
I’m so close to my final goal, just one
more moment.
The knife is touching her neck. It begins
to slide.
My whole body pulses with each beat of
my heart.
I stood over the dead body with
a vial full of her blood. There’s no turning back
now.
After collecting my sample I grabbed
the child and I brought them both back to my
lab. Almost immediately I started drawing out
the transmutation circle. For some reason, I
knew exactly what to draw, all the way down to
the most precise detail. It was as if I have done
this many times before.
When I was finished, the Ouroboros
was drawn out on the ground. In the center of
the snake there were two smaller circles linked
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together by one larger one. I placed the child
and the blood in the smaller circles, ready to
begin the ritual. There I stood in the center of
the larger circle. “Everything has lead up to this
precise moment.” I thought to myself. “It’s
destiny.” I flip to the page where the
incantations are written and I begin my chant.
“From the body of a child, and the
blood of its mother, please give to me life like
no other.”
As I perform the chant, white flames
spread across the circle, lighting up the entire
room.
“I give up my wife, and my only son, to
restart the cycle from where it has begun!”
With those last words, the white flames
began to spread across my body until it
swallowed me whole. The pages of the book
flipping wildly as I scream in agony. Around me,
other things started to catch fire. The immense
heat setting most things ablaze. My legs began
to crumble and turn to ash along with the rest
of my body, and I began to grow smaller and
smaller until I was no more.
Dawn peaks over the horizon. Smoke
rises from the charred remains of the Flammel
house. A small group of villagers gathers around
to search for survivors, but nothing can be
found. Nothing but a child surrounded in ash,
and a worn leather book.
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“Cut”

E

mily
Detwiler

S

he clutches the knife close to her chest,
her clammy hands sticking to the cold
blade. Light escapes through the crack of
the door, sending a sheer line down her face. By
this time, the salty trails of past tears have
dissipated. Her hands shake as her nerves send
the occasional chill down her body.
Goosebumps stood tall on her exposed arms,
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despite the warmth that was circulating in the
closet. Crouched in a haven of fabrics and
designs, she was concealed by the mass
amounts of clutter.
Loud footsteps entered the room, and
the shadow of a man was cast over the crack in
the doorway. Completely concealed in darkness,
the girl didn’t make a sound as the man came
closer to the door. His presence stopped her
breath in her throat as her body froze in panic
and fear. She could smell his aftershave, the
stench of paradise laced with disaster. His
uneven breathing broke the calming silence, and
nothing about the closet felt safe to her
anymore. His presence slaughtered the serenity
and peacefulness of the dark, lonely closet.
His figure loomed outside of the door.
She held her breath, and said her nightly
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prayers that she would continue to stay hidden.
Pleading with an invisible God, she begged to
be kept alive for one more night. She always
thought that it was peculiar that people only
relied on a God in their times of need. With her
breath caught in her throat, she remained
completely still as he waited outside of the
door. Seconds slowly trudged along a familiar
path with low expectations, making minutes
seem like hours.
When only silence could be heard from
the closet, he slowly turned around and his
footsteps echoed through the uninhabited
corridor. Lonely footsteps filled the desolate,
lonely house. With a deep sigh of relief, she
slowly picked herself up from the pile of clothes
that she was crouching over. Slowly and
carefully, she used her free hand to push open
the closet door and she slowly stepped out. Her
grip on the knife tightened as she approached
the bedroom door. Food churned in her
stomach while everything started to spin.
Darkness overtook her spinning vision. Air filled
her yearning lungs. Spit moistened her dry
throat. Light slowly flooded her vision as she
slowly opened her eyes.
The light softly illuminated her skin,
shining on fading bruises from last night.
Bruises were only reminders of the cannons, the
phantoms that haunted her sleep and her every
thought. Every night was a continuation of the
night before, pain and horror as the hours drug
on. Darkness took over her vision as she faded
into the cannon fire from last night.
“Is this the real life, or is this just
fantasy?” Freddie Mercury was singing in the
background, his powerful voice ringing
throughout the room. The piano cloaked her in
a sense of security while the drums guarded
her. Tears slipped down her face as she stared
at her reflection in the mirror. A faint bruise
was peeking out from under the sleeve of her
shirt, with several more concealed underneath
the black fabric. She tugged at the shirt to
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cover the bruise, as if covering the bruise would
make it go away.
Out of sight, out of mind.
She closed her eyes as the music carried
her to another world. Silent prayers filled her
head as she stood in the solitude of Freddie
Mercury. She knew that he was insidious, a
pure juggernaut, but she could not force herself
to leave. Perhaps it was fear, or perhaps it was
the unknown that kept her in her place. For a
split second, she hoped that if she stood
completely still, he would find a new target and
leave her alone. Even though the cannons only
left bruising when fired, she was still convinced
that he wanted to watch the life leave her eyes.
Fear dominated her life, lacing every decision
and laying in every thought. One wrong
decision could end her life.
Lost in thought, she didn’t realize that
his footsteps quickly approached her, getting
louder as the space between them grew smaller.
His breathing was dense and thick, reflecting
how he ran up the stairwell to catch her off
guard. Her heart was pounding in her chest.
Her breath was caught in her throat. Every limb
on her body tensed, shriveling in fear of his
next move. She could feel the warmth from his
body as he towered behind her.
She slowly turned around to face him,
even though every muscle in her body knew
what was coming next. She kept her eyes
closed, in fear of what she would see if she
opened them. His fingers locked around her
throat, closing the passageway that the air
traveled through. In one swift motion, he
pushed her against the wall. He held her there
by her throat, not loosening his grip to permit
air to pass through. He started screaming, but
she didn’t hear anything that he said. It was all
too loud, too fast, too much for her to
comprehend. Spit splattered on her face as the
sour aroma of wings accumulated in her nose.
His voice tore her eardrums and his grip on her
throat burned. Sparks of light started in the
corner of her eyes, but slowly started to creep
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to the center of her vision. Her consciousness
started to slip, going under as there was no
oxygen going into her petite body.
As his fingers let go of her neck, her
body fell to the ground. Her lungs expanded as
she gasped for air. She pushed herself off of the
ground, almost losing the balance she had just
regained. Using her hands, she felt where the
wall was and pushed herself against it. She
prayed that she would disappear into the wall,
and that she would be taken far away from that
bedroom.
Light flooded her vision as she forced
her eyes opened. His tall figure towered over
her. He took a step forward, inching towards
her. She slid along the wall, hoping that
eventually he would give up. A wall stopped her
body, preventing her from continuing to move
back. He had her cornered, leaving her no ways
to escape.
He started to scream, questions flying
and accusations pouring down. The accusations,
the insults, the questions were all a broken
record, screamed at her every night. She knew
the lines by heart, and could recite them if
given the chance. But he gave her no time to
speak. There was no break in the downpour of
insults for her to try to defend herself. She
knew that her best defense would be to hold
her ground when the cannons started to boom.
And just then, the cannons started to boom.
One.
Silence.
Two. Silence.
Three. Silence.
Four. Silence. Five.
Silence. Six. Silence.
He stormed out of the room. His
footsteps echoed in the hallway and bounced off
of the peeling walls. She cracked her eyes
opening, letting her vision be filled with bright
white light. Impending tears were wiped away.
Through fuzzy eyes, she looked down at her
arms. Faint bruises started to form, marking
where the cannons fired. Her puffy eyes looked
deep into the mirror by her side. A red
handprint settled on her right cheek. Bruising
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clung to her neck like a necklace, shadows of
where his hands once were.
Despair coursed through her body in
waves. Her vision was blurring, the sides slowly
disappearing. Pain throbbed in her head, a bell
ringing in the emptiness that occupied her
body. Darkness carried her into a deep sleep,
the only place that she was safe.
Light seeped through the thin cracks in
her eyes, slowly filling her vision. Her eyes
drifted down, running over the dark patches.
Musty greens swirled with dark blues. Tiny
patchworks of colors stuck out on her pale
arms. Thoughts of wonder flurried around her
mind, wonder of what life would be like if she
would be able to escape this place. She
wondered how a house full of accusations and
pain could feel so empty and lonely. His words
were the broken record in the back of her
mind, a never ending song of how he could find
better. Melodies sang monotonous blame while
harmonies of dull threats filled the missing
parts. Happiness was a stolen picture, which
was replaced by despair and pain.
The room was still, surrounding the girl
in serenity and peace. The idea of freedom and
escape filled her mind, only to be crushed by
the reminder of solitude that she was bound to.
One small idea was enough to inspire a
movement, which was a good enough argument
to lead the girl to open the door, and risk her
life in the hallway.
She slipped into the vacant hallway,
closing the door behind her. Careful to not
make a sound, she tiptoed over the carpet as
she approached the stairs. Cream carpet
muffled her movements, concealing her
movements into the silence that filled the
house. Planned perfectly, the girl maneuvered
through the hallway and stood at the top of the
stairs.
With one wrong step, the silence was
interrupted as a floorboard creaked under her
feet. Horror flooded her face. Panic filled her
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body. Anxiety filled her veins. Wondering if he
heard it, she remained still and held her breath.
Her heartbeat was the ticking of a clock, one
that counted the seconds, minutes, hours that
someone was alive. One that counted the
seconds, minutes, hours that a person had left
on this Earth. Uncertain if she should remain in
the open hallway, she slowly turned around and
started tiptoeing back to the bedroom. She held
the knife close to her chest, taking deep breaths
to calm her racing heart. One foot after the
other, she inched towards the bedroom.
Like the sounding of a cannon, his hand
made contact with her shoulder. Her body
caved inward, protecting itself from the
impending danger. Destruction and despair
waltzed with cologne and aftershave, filling the
air around her. Red lights flashed through her
head, warning her of the trouble that she was
heading straight towards. The brakes weren’t
working, there was nothing that could stop her
from crashing into disaster.
He squeezed his hand, tightening his
grip on her shoulder. A bird caught in a cage,
she had no options left. His sturdy hand laid
unmoving on her shoulder. His steamy breath
coated her neck in warmth. His raspy voice
dispersed shivers down her spine.
“Where do you think you are running
off to?” he growled in her ear. His breath clung
like a cloud around her ear. Goosebumps
emerged on her arms as what he said processed
in her mind. Her stiff back made taking a
breath difficult, restricting her lungs to take in
a certain amount of air.
Praying for a smart remark to be ready,
she let her mouth fall open. No smart
comments ensued from her mouth. No words
stumbled out from her throat. No sound rang
from her lips. Saliva had evaporated from her
mouth, leaving her tongue sticking to the
bottom of her mouth. Her lips quivered as if
they were shaping the words, but nothing
followed. Realizing that no words were going to
form, the fight fled her body. Her mouth
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snapped shut and her body braced for the
impending cannon fire. Thoughts of defeat filled
her mind, forcing her to accept that she may be
heading into her last battle. Undertones of
gratitude lifted up the harmonies of threats and
the melodies of blame. She would never have to
hear the cannons boom again. She would never
have to cover up the bruises that would follow
shortly after. She would never have to listen to
the broken record that played in the back of
her mind.
Every muscle in her body tensed, trying
to protect her from his next move. To calm her
nerves, she wrapped her hands into fists. Metal
stopped her right hand from closing the entire
way, spawning a plan that may be her saving
grace. Her hand tightened around the knife, as
if she was scared that the knife may disappear if
she didn’t hold onto it. A plan formed in her
head, a step-by-step survival plan that will carry
her out of this misery. This insurrection was
her last hope.
She plunged the knife into his thigh,
using one swift motion to keep the knife
straight. She carved into his muscle, causing
him to cry out in pain. Her grip remained
steady on the knife, pulling it out of his thigh as
he pushed her off of him. His body folded as he
fell to the floor, with one hand attempting to
catch his fall while the other was trying to stop
blood from gushing from his thigh. Horror
started to fill her body as she watched his body
rise from the floor, almost like she was
watching a zombie rise from its grave. His tall
body towered over her small frame, casting her
in a shadow that sent her mind reeling of death.
His eyes faded into a darker, more gruesome
shade while his nose twitched to the sound of
an unheard song. His jaw tightened as his
eyebrows furrowed. She never knew what death
looked like, but she thought that he might just
be it.
Her knuckles were turning white as she
gripped the knife. Waiting for his next move,
she planted her feet firmly in the ground and
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braced her body for impact. Like a bull, ire
filled his eyes as he charged toward the waiting
girl. With all of the force she could muster, she
threw the knife into the middle of his chest.
The impact caused blood to spray, coating her
pain-ridden face to be covered in the splatter.
Regret inundated his dark eyes, sorrow painted
his pale face, reality finally arrived in his mind.
Reluctantly, his eyes sank and encountered the
knife that was sunk into his chest. Using his
hands, he covered the blood that was seeping
around the wound and attempted to stop
further bleeding. It appeared as if he was
plunging the knife deeper into his chest, a mere
attempt to undo what has already happened.
Her legs propelled her backwards,
pulling her away from the monstrosity that she
had caused. Regret held her breath in her
throat as she forced her eyes to meet his. Pain
pounded at her heart as she stared into the
solemn gray pools that were staring back at her.
Grief poured into her mind as she watched the
life slowly leave from his eyes, his eyelids
gradually shutting for the rest of time. She
watched in horror as his body slumped to the
ground. She watched as his chest stopped
rising, a signal that the life he had left was
gone.
Her stomach churned--maybe from the
smell of blood or maybe from the image of her
boyfriend lying lifeless on the floor. She rushed
out of the room, hand gripping her mouth as
vomit rose in her throat. She threw her body
into the bathroom door and knelt in front of
the toilet. Vomit came up in waves, filling the
porcelain bowl as her stomach emptied. Cold
tiles stuck to her legs as she laid on the floor,
surrounded by an eerie silence. Tears streamed
down her cheeks and snot trickled from her
nose. She used the backside of her hand to wipe
away the tears and snot that was gathering on
her face. One deep breath at a time, she
managed to control her breathing. Gathering all
of the courage that she had in her body, she
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pushed herself from the floor and faced her
reflection in the mirror.
Blonde hair shimmered in the light. Pale
skin was hidden under the splatter of blood.
Streaks of mascara decorated her fair cheeks
and ran down under her chin. Blue eyes carried
the weight of one thousand universes as they
stared back at her. Her lips started to part,
revealing neat rows of shiny, white teeth. Tears
welled up in the bottom of her eyes, pooling in
the creases of her eyelids. Her hands cradled
her head as it began to fall. Tears slipped
through the cracks in her fingers, falling slowly
to the granite counter.
Incoherent muttering escaped her lips.
Reasons why she wasn’t to blame kept replaying
in her head. Guilt was pounding in her head
while sorrow pooled in her heart. Scenes from
what just happened kept playing in her mind,
but they weren’t in order and they didn’t make
sense. She initiated breathing exercises in hopes
to calm her heavy heart and her uneven
breathing. Her head slowly lifted upward. Her
breathing was slow and calm. She held her
reflection’s gaze for a second, lingering in the
blue pools that stared back at her.
Just blink away the tears. Don’t let
anyone see the tears. Blink them away, and then
wipe their trails away.
She blinked three times, clearing the
tears out of her eyes. Roughly, she rubbed the
trails off of her cheeks. Her eyes fell to the
floor. Cautiously, her head turned towards the
doorway. Her eyes remained locked on the floor.
Warily, her eyes started to rise from the floor.
With tears clouding her vision, she looked into
the camera and the bright production lights.
“Cut!”

